Worthing
Stamp Auctions
70 Victoria Road, Worthing,
Sussex BN11 1UN
SATURDAY 1st September 2018
Welcome to our Autumn Auction at our new venue The Charmandean
Centre, where there is plenty of free parking. See enclosed map to find
the venue. As can be seen we have a lovely collection of GB including
many 1d blacks, and there are other unusual items to be seen
throughout the auction.
Please note that we accept credit and debit card payments.
There will be no additional charge for use of these payment methods.
We are continuously looking for new items for our forthcoming auctions.

VIEWING
at our office all week Tuesday to Friday prior to the auction.
Open 10.00am – 5.00pm (closed for lunch 1.00pm – 2.00pm) & on the
day of the auction in The Charmandean Centre from 9.30am till 1.00pm

Diary dates for forthcoming auctions
Saturday 24th November 2018
Please note that the prices quoted in this catalogue are not necessarily the current ones.
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1.

COINS. Shoebox full of GB coins mostly 1960s, all identified.

£12 C

2.

COINS. Shoebox full of GB coins mostly 1900-1960s, all circulated.

£12 C

3.

CIGARETTE CARDS. Green plastic crate full of sets and part sets of cigarette, tea and trade cards, a good range.

£25 C

4.

CIGARETTE CARDS. Green plastic crate full of sets and part sets plus odd books, early to modern.

£35 B

5.

COINS. Plastic crate filled with a range of all GB coins QV-QE2 period.

£25 C

6.

CIGARETTE CARDS. Box full with cigarette and tea card albums with a range of cards.

£25 C

7.

CIGARETTE CARDS. Pink plastic crate filled with loose cigarette, tea and trade cards. Sorting should reward.

£35 B

8.

COINS. Clear plastic crate with a range of UK and Islands coins includes many pack and cased items.

£30 B

9.

COINS. Clear plastic box with a range of Medallions many cased.

£25 C

10. COINS. Clear plastic box with a range of Western Europe coins.

£25 C

11. COINS. Clear plastic box with a range of Western Europe coins.

£25 C

12. COINS. Clear plastic box with a range of Eastern Europe coins.

£25 C

13. COINS. Clear plastic box with an all world mix of coins.

£25 C

14. COINS. Clear plastic box with a range of Commonwealth coins includes cased items.

£35 B

15. COINS. Clear plastic box with a range of Commonwealth countries includes odd packs.

£35 B

16. COINS. Clear plastic box with a range of coins for the Americas.

£25 C

17. POSTCARDS. Blue plastic crate filled with an all world mix of postcards, early to modern.

£35 B

18. POSTCARDS. Pink plastic crate filled to bursting with an all world mix of postcards, early to modern.

£35 B

19. POSTCARDS. Grey plastic crate filled to bursting with an all world mix of postcards, early to modern.

£35 B

20. POSTCARDS. Box with 3 x folders and 1 x album with postcards and covers plus other odd items all on the theme of circus.

£25 C

21. POSTCARDS. Box with 2 x albums with a range of postcards on the theme of Rustington, early to modern.

£18 C

22. POSTCARDS. Box with 3 x albums filled with a range of postcards on the theme of Bowling, early to modern.

£25 C

23. BOOKS. Banana box with 5 x empty stockbooks all in good condition.

£18 C

24. BOOKS. Box full of old catalogues, includes some specialised books.

£25 C

25. BOOKS. Grey crate filled with used empty stockbooks x 8.

£35 B

26. BOOKS. Box with 10 x stockbooks all used but in good condition.

£35 B

27. BOOKS. Box with 7 x used stockbooks - still useful.

£25 C

28. BOOKS. Box with complete set of 2010 Stamps of the World, good condition.

£20 C

29. BOOKS. Grey plastic crate with a complete set of 2010 Stamps of the World in good condition.

£25 C

30. Worthing wouldn’t be Worthing without its mystery lot and this auction is no exception. I have cleared the drawers, swept up
from the carpets, collected all from tables, surface areas and desks and made a really wonderful lot to sort out! This is valued
to sell and should be worth a great deal more. Dealers do not miss this opportunity.

£2200 A

31. Plastic crate filled with albums of an all world mix.

£35 B

32. Box with albums and covers, looks an all world mix, early to modern.

£40 B

33. 2 x boxes with 8 x albums for the WWF with stamps, cards and covers.  A large quantity.

£50 B

34. Worldwide. 10 volumes of material, mint and used from 19th century onwards, with over 10,000 stamps virtually every book
£700 A
loaded with items inc occasional covers, miniature sheets and of course 100s of sets. Better countries inc Portugal with better
19th century imperf and then better defins perf, Austria from imperfs onwards, good Bosnia, well worth investigating, Latvia,
Croatia, etc. France, Switzerland, Tannu Tuva, Spain, Greece, Sweden, Turkey, Greenland, Lithuania and Baltics, generally
WW2 occupations extensive especially Poland Occ. Valued very low, ideal for a dealer to break down.
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35. Worldwide. Few 100s stamps inc many better housed in an old fashioned album inc Spain with Columbus to high values,
Baden (Allied Occ) through South America, Brazil, Paraguqay, back to Europe, Italy especially Italian Somalia, Tripolitania,
Cyrenaica, through Serbia, Ethiiopia, Greece, Hungary, all with material from 1930s to 1950s, etc. Look carefully, ,much more
here to discover.

£100 A

36. Worldwide. Several 100s if not 1000s of stamps, from the 19th century onwards, both mint and used, particular strength in
£100 A
Italy inc BOB, extensive Ottoman Empire to investigate, again strong Cinderella, Netherlands from early issues with lots of
classic pmks to 1gld, GB from penny reds onwards, useful Scandinavia again some wonderful cds pmks, San Marino, Greece,
Ireland, etc. Ideal for a dealer to break down to country units.
37. Worldwide. Several thousands of stamps mint and used, strength in Monaco, as well as many topical sets, on to Vatican and    £75 A
San Marino edning in Luxembourg, French Andorra, etc. Loaded with material, ideal for a dealer to break down.
38. Box full of albums with an all world mix. Charity lot.

£25 C

39. Blue plastic crate full of kiloware on and off piece. Looks an all world mix, charity lot.

£25 C

40. Box with 2 x small albums, exchange packets and club books plus on and off piece stamps, should reward.

£30 B

41. Thematic unusual 14 large size prints trains, wildlife, birds, Andrew & Sarah, suitable for framing.

£20 C

42. Royalty Queen Mother 90th birthday, 1990 special album with 46 sets and m/sheets, high cat.

£30 B

43. Royalty 1986 Wedding of Andrew and Sarah in special album, 24 um sets, 68 FDCs + 16 large used PHQ cards.

£35 B

44. Royalty 1977 Silver Jubilee on 49 pages in special album mainly Commonwealth fine mint.

£30 B

45. Commonwealth Leaders of the World v fine umm, cars, trains, sports, Elvis, royalty, fauna and flora, thematic gold mine. 140
sets and 9 m/sheets. Original face £350.

£65 B

46. Commonwealth Leaders of the World, thematic, fine um, thematic gold mine 140 + sets and 9 m/sheets. Elvis, Jackson, cars,
boats, fauna and flora, Face £350.

£65 B

47. 6 better value sets and singles cat £225-£475 each, good to fine mint.  Hungary 1932 Madonna, Austria 1950, Luxembourg,
1956 Europa, Saar Europa 1950 pairs, Syria Army 1945 pairs, all fully described. Total cat £1948.

£280 A

48. Postal auction on offer. 20 small lots cat from £39-£260 each. Fully described, mint, good to fine, few used. 1900s-60s.
Austria, Liechtenstein, France, Netherlands, Portugal, Saar, Swiss, Vatican,  sets and singles on stockcards. cat £2740.

£410 A

49. Various. 16 small lots Europe, good to fine, mint and a few used. Cat £225-£300 a card. 1930s-70 Hungary, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Liechtenstein, Monaco, fully described. Ideal ebay or auction. Cat £2390.

£350 A

50. Various, Austria, Belgium, France, Hungary, Germany, Nepal. 16 small lots suitable for postal or ebay, 1900-50s, fully
described. Cat to £600 a card, mainly good to fine, mint and a few used. Cat £2815.

£300 A

51. Thematic 1559-1648 on 33 sides blue binder Worldwide sets. m/sheets, covers, cards and documents, Macau, Portuguese
coils, Vatican, Denmark + blocks of 4.

£70 A

52. Thematic Intellectuals of 17th century. 35 sides binder. Western Europe France, Belgium, Bruge, Austria, Spain, Science
Academy covers FDCs, m/sheets, PHQ cards and documents.

£80 A

53. Thematic Kings and Religion in blue binder, high values, sets and singles, East Europe, Italy, Poland, Bulgaria 1930s cat to
£50 each, Portugal, Luxembourg, Lithuania imperf sets France and Vatican.

£90 A

54. New Zealand + Australia on 38 sides black binder. Good commems and defins, mainly fine mint and a few used, inc 18
booklets, defins, 1953-1980s.

£120 A

55. Commonwealth F-N 1960s-90s, fair to fine used, little duplication. Defins, commems omnibus in 16 sides stockbook.
Falklands, Gambia, Gibraltar, Grenada, Hong Kong, Jamaica, Malta, Nauru, Norfolk, approx 2400 stamps. Will form good
collection, cat £3063.

£340 A

56. Commonwealth A-F mid 1950s-90s, fair to fine, little duplication. Defins, commems and omnibus, 18 sides stockbook.
Ascension, Australian Antarctic, Bahamas, Bermuda, Caymen, Christmas Isles, Cyprus, Fiji, aprrox 2,600 stamps. Will form
good collection. Cat £3026.

£340 A

57. Southern Europe in 62 sides blue stockbook, early to modern, mint and used. Malta, Vatican, San Marino, Italian coils,
Yugoslavia, Bosnia and Serbia, early 2002 inc M/sheets and better others. Ideal approvals or collection, needs viewing,
(Heavy stockbook).

£320 A

58. Australia and New Zealand early to 1972 in Scot album. Roos and Heads to 1932 mint and used to 5/- GV1 Robes to £1,
strong commems, 1931 Airs, P/dues to 1/-.  NZ from 1874 Heads, 1902 Pictorials EDV11 and GV, GV1 to 3/-, E2 to 1972,
Officials E2 to 3/-.  Good basis for 2 collections.

£160 A

59. Box with albums and loose of an all world mix mint and used.

£25 C

60. Box with albums and covers British commonwealth but mostly GB, a fair quantity.

£35 B
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61. Box full of kiloware off piece all world mix, all bagged by country.

£35 B

62. Tin full of kiloware all off piece British Commonwealth, early to middle period.

£30 B

63. Blue album filled with a mostly European range mint and used, many early items.

£40 B

64. Box with pages and loose of an all world mix plus 3 x empty FDC albums, mint and used, early to modern.

£25 C

65. Box full of albums with an all world mix.

£30 B

66. Box full with albums of an all world mix, mint and used, includes some covers.

£30 B

67. Box full with albums and club books with an all world mix includes GB.

£30 B

68. Box full with album pages and covers of an all world mix.

£30 B

69. Box full with albums of an all world mix mostly used.

£30 B

70. Banana box full with albums of an all world mix, mostly used.

£35 B

71. Banana box full with albums of an all world mix, mostly used.

£35 B

72. Pink plastic crate filled with kiloware on and off piece, an all world mix.

£45 B

73. Box full of albums and loose of an all world mix, looks all used.

£35 B

74. Box full of albums of an all world mix mostly used.

£30 B

75. Blue stockbook filled with a thematic collection of transport, all world mix, mint items.

£35 B

76. Red stockbook filled with a thematic collection of flowers, all world mix, mint items.

£35 B

77. Pink plastic crate filled with envelopes of stamps and loose plus odd covers, looks an all world mix.

£40 B

78. Pink plastic crate filled with albums of an all world mix, early to modern.

£35 B

79. Black shoebox full of kiloware, mostly on piece, looks all Ireland and GB.

£12 C

80. Green shoebox full of kiloware off piece, an all British Commonwealth mix.

£12 C

81. Plastic box full of kiloware off piece, an all world mix.

£30 B

82. Plastic box full of kiloware off piece, an all world mix.

£30 B

83. Plastic box full of kiloware off piece, an all world mix.

£30 B

84. Plastic box full of kiloware off piece, an all world mix.

£30 B

85. Plastic box full of kiloware off piece, an all world mix.

£30 B

86. Box with albums of an all world mix, mostly used.

£25 C

87. Box full with an all world mix but strong in USA, looks mostly used.

£25 C

88. Box full of stockbooks filled with a range of various countries mostly used.

£25 C

89. Box with stockbooks and albums with a range of France, Germany and Italy, mostly used.

£25 C

90. Box full of stockbooks and old catalogues with a range of all world stamps.

£25 C

91. Box full with envelopes and bags full of stamps of an all world mix.

£25 C

92. Box full of tins and envelopes full of stamps of the world, mostly used.

£25 C

93. Box full of albums with an all world mix, early to middle period.

£30 B

94. Black wooden box full of tins and boxes of loose stamps on and off piece, looks an all world mix, mostly used.

£25 C

95. 3 x plastic crates filled with an all world mix of mostly used, includes some GB plus poor 1d blacks and FDCs.

£65 B

96. Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

97. Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

98. Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B
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99. Clear plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

100 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

101 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

102 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

103 Red plastic crate filled with album of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

104 Pink plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

105 Red plastic crate filled with albums of mainly Portugal, mostly used.

£55 B

106 Clear plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mostly used.

£55 B

107 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mostly used.

£55 B

108 Pink plastic crate filled with albums of mainly Ireland Malaysia, mostly used.

£55 B

109 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

110 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

111 Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

112 Red platic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

113 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

114 Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

115 Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

116 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

117 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries.

£55 B

118 Clear plastic crate filled with albums of various countries, mostly Germany related.

£55 B

119 Clear plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

120 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries.

£55 B

121 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries, mainly Portugal and colonies.

£55 B

122 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

123 Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used, mostly Germany and French Colonies.

£55 B

124 Pink plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

125 Pink plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used, mostly French Colonies.

£55 B

126 Clear plastic crate filled with albums of various countries, mainly Germany.

£55 B

127 Grey plastic crate filled wtih albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

128 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mostly used.

£55 B

129 Red plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

130 Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

131 Clear plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

132 Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

133 Grey plastic crate filled wtih albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

134 Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

135 Grey plastic crated filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

136 Grey plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B
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137 Red crate filled wtih albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

138 Pink plastic crate filled with albums of various countries mint and used.

£55 B

139 Pink plastic crate filled with kiloware on piece, an all world mix and includes GB.

£25 C

140 Black Triumph album well filled with an all world mix, mostly early, some useful items seen.

£50 B

141 Black stockbook with a range of Lithuania, Luxembourg and Monaco, mint and used.

£12 C

142 Box with 3 x albums with Reliant print pages filled with a KGV1 range, mostly used, high cat value.

£320 A

143 Shoebox full of kiloware on piece, looks an all world mix.

£18 C

144 Box full with albums having an all world mix, mostly middle period, used.

£35 B

145 Box full with albums having an all world mix.

£20 C

146 Box full of kiloware, looks and all world mix, on and off piece.

£25 C

147 Box full with albums having an all world mix.

£25 C

148 Small box full of pages with an all world mix including some GB and covers.

£20 C

149 Box full of kiloware off piece, looks an all world mix.

£30 B

150 Box full with albums having an all world mix plus shoebox of loose stamps.

£30 B

151 Box full with albums having an all world mix.

£20 C

152 Box with 10 x albums having an all world mix, mostly used, early to modern period.

£40 B

153 Box with 10 x albums having an all world mix, includes GB, mostly used.

£45 B

154 Box with 8 x albums with an all world mix and includes some GB.

£35 B

155 Box full with albums having an all world mix, mostly school person types.

£25 C

156 Box full with albums having an all world mix, mostly school person types.

£25 C

157 Blue album with an all world mix mint and used.

£40 B

158 Europe & Cols in 2 well filled 32 page stockbook, noted Albania 1914 William of Weid set fine used, Andorra 1883 essays by
£550 A
Placido de Torres perf, mint with gum (3 different), Crete 1908 unissued 10L Hermes missing ovpt, mint, Cyprus 1934 pictorial
definitive set, mint, France good range of mint and used noted 1931 Sinking  Fund 40c, 50c, mint, 1934 Ader 50f, used,
Germany 19837 “Kulturspende” min sheet, u/m and other useful Gibraltar 1886 (Jan) 2 1/2d blue-black ovpt used, Ireland,
Italy 1949 European Recovery Plan set, mint, UPU 50L, mint and other better items.
159 Red album filled with an all world mix of various thematics: ie trains, cars, fauna and sport.  Ideal starter collection.

£18 C

160 Large box with 2 albums of PHQ cards, Queen Elizabeth 2 book “A Jubilee Portrait in stamps”, Devon stamps album with
unused leaves, Phila India 2013/14 catalogue, FDCs, world covers, album of used GB, sg commonwealth 1840-1952
catalogue (2006 150th Gibbons Anniversary special edition) and bag of tea cards (in bundles).

£18 C

161 Box full with albums having an all world mix, mostly school person types.

£25 C

162 Box full of albums with an all world mix.

£30 B

163 Box full of albums with an all world mix.

£30 B

164 Box full with albums and pages with an all British Commonwealth range, mint and used, early to modern.

£55 B

165 Box full with albums having an all world mix, mint and used, early to modern.

£85 A

166 Box full with albums having an all world mix.

£30 B

167 Box full with albums having an all world mix.

£30 B

168 Red crate with 3 x large green stockbooks with an all British Commonwealth range, early to modern, mint and used.

£40 B

169 Stockbook with a range of GB and overprints to use abroad mint and used.

£30 B

170 Plastic tub full with kiloware off piece and all British Commonwealth.

£25 C

171 Small green album with all 250 stamps for the 1935 Silver Jubilee omnibus issue all mint.

£220 A
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172 Large box full with albums and loose of an all world mix.

£40 B

173 Box with albums and covers having an all world mix but strong in Hong Kong.

£55 B

174 Box full with albums and pages having an all world mix.

£35 B

175 Box full with albums and packets with an all world mix.

£35 B

176 Box full of albums and pages with an all world mix plus some loose.

£35 B

177 Box full with albums and pages having an all world mix.

£35 B

178 Box full with packets and albums of an all world mix, mint and used.

£35 B

179 Box with albums having an all world mix, early to modern.

£40 B

180 Box with albums and covers, looks an all world mix, early to modern.

£40 B

181 11 x stamp boxes in silver and white metal various ages.

£25 C

182 Small box with 6 x stamp boxes various designs.

£25 C

183 Quality Street tin with an all world mix on and off piece.

£30 B

184 Xmas tin with an all world mix strong in Canada and South Africa on and off piece.

£25 C

185 Clear plastic box filled with kiloware off piece, looks an all world mix.

£35 B

186 Clear plastic box with 100s of stockcards of various countries.

£35 B

187 Clear plastic box with 100s of stockcards of various countries.

£35 B

188 Archive box full with albums and tins with an all world mix, early to modern.

£35 B

189 Box full of albums with a range of an all world mix, mostly used.

£40 B

190 Box with 2 x albums and shoebox with 3 x small stockbooks all on the theme of animals, mostly mint.

£35 B

191 Box with 2 x red New Imperial albums and 1 x green new album with a rnage of British Empire mint and used, plus a bag of     £45 B
loose.
192 Box full with albums having an all world mix, mint and used.

£25 C

193 Box full with albums having an all world mix, mint and used.

£35 B

194 Box full with albums and stamps with an all world mix.

£35 B

195 Box full of covers and stamps with an all world mix, useful items seen.

£35 B

196 Red album with a range of the 1937 Coronation omnibus set complete all mm.

£30 B

197 Red album with a range of the 1948 Royal Silver Wedding omnibus set bar one stamp, all mm, high cat value.

£300 A

198 5 x pink plastic crates filled with albums / covers and cards all on the theme of BIRDS on stamps and an all world mix, mint
and used, high cat value, with useful sets seen.

£250 A

199 Grey plastic crate filled with album pages having an all world mix.

£35 B

200 Grey plastic crate filled with albums page of an all world mix.

£35 B

201 Plastic crate filled with album pages having an all world mix.

£35 B

202 Pink plastic crate filled with folders having an all world mix.

£35 B

203 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

204 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

205 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

206 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

207 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

208 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B
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209 Pink plastic crate filled with covers / cards and stamps with an all world mix.

£35 B

210 Pink plastic crate filled with covers / cards and stamps with an all world mix.

£35 B

211 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

212 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

213 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

214 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range of various countries.

£35 B

215 Clear plastic box full of large stockcards with various countries but mainly Germany, middle period with some duplication. High £30 B
cat.
216 Clear plastic box full of kiloware off piece and an all world mix.

£35 B

217 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, looks mostly off piece and an all world mix.

£35 B

218 Clear plastic box full with bags and envelopes with kiloware of an all world mix.

£35 B

219 Clear plastic box full with 100 of stockcards with a range of British Commonwealth, all priced.

£35 B

220 Clear plastic box full with 100s of stockcards with a range of British Commonwealth, all priced.

£35 B

221 Clear plastic box full with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced.

£35 B

222 Clear plastic box full with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, strong in Germany plus few small stockbooks.

£30 B

223 Clear plastic box full iwth 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced.

£35 B

224 Clear plastic box full with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced.

£35 B

225 Clear plastic box full with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced.

£35 B

226 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

227 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

228 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

229 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all on piece, all world mix.

£25 C

230 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

231 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

232 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

233 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

234 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

235 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

236 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

237 Clear plastic box full of kiloware, all off piece, all world mix.

£30 B

238 Clear plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£30 B

239 Clear plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£30 B

240 Grey plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

241 Grey plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

242 Grey plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

243 Grey plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

244 Purple plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

245 Blue plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

246 Blue plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C
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247 Red plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

248 Red plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

249 Red plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

250 Green plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

251 Green plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

252 Pink plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

253 Green plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

254 Blue plastic box with 100s of stockcards with an all world mix, all priced, mostly mint.

£25 C

255 Shoebox filled with an all world mix of kiloware off piece.

£25 C

256 Shoebox filled with an all world mix of kiloware off piece.

£25 C

257 Shoebox filled with an all world mix of kiloware on piece.

£25 C

258 Medium red stockbook with a range of mint and used all British Commonwealth QV-KGV1 period, part filled. VSC £1100+.

£95 A

259 Shoebox filled with an all British Commonwealth mix on and off piece.

£25 C

260 Shoebox filled with an all world mix of on and off piece includes GB, all in blocks / multiples.

£25 C

261 ANDORRA. 1979 & 1980 in full sheets of 50 sg F295-6 and sgF303-04, cat £667.

£80 A

262 ANDORRA FRENCH. 1975 x 30 sgF262-3 um (3 sheets of 10) cat £570.

£75 A

263 ASCENSION. 1938 sg47 10/- black and bright purple mint.

£20 C

264 AUSTRALIA. Large blue stockbook full of KGV heads, some duplication but unchecked for flaws.

£18 C

265 AUSTRALIA. 1937 150th Anniversary NSW set in Ash imprint pairs sg193-195 mm, cat £76+.

£25 C

266 AUSTRALIA. 1931 First Flight cover Australia to UK, London, with Kingsford stamps affixed.  Has been folded down right hand £18 C
side.
267 AUSTRALIA. Davo hingeless album with slipcase Vol 1, 1913-1965, includes a range of used stamps.

£20 C

268 AUSTRALIA. Davo hingeless album with slipcase Vol 1, 1913-1965, includes a range of used stamps.

£20 C

269 AUSTRALIA. Davo hingeless album Vol 1, 1913-1965, no stamps.

£12 C

270 AUSTRALIA NSW. 1854 sg1 1d black used 3-4 margin.

£30 B

271 AUSTRALIA NSW. 1850 sg3 1d reddish rose used 4 margins.

£45 B

272 AUSTRALIA NSW. 1852 sg49 1d orange brown used in strip of 3 plus old cert.

£160 A

273 AUSTRALIA NSW. 1850 sg24c bright blue 4 used 4 margins.

£65 B

274 AUSTRALIA NSW. 1850 sg3 1d reddish rose used 4 margins.

£50 B

275 AUSTRALIA NW PACIFIC ISL. 2 x red albums filled with a range of mint all identified, singles and multiples. VSC £3000+.

£320 A

276 AUSTRALIA TASMANIA. 1892 sg224 10/- mauve and brown mm.

£25 C

277 AUSTRALIA VICTORIA. 1854 sg35 2/- dull bluish green used.

£20 C

278 AUSTRALIAN STATES. 11 x hagner pages with a range of mostly used, various types and condition, high potential of finds.
Take a look.

£75 A

279 AUSTRIA. Very useful one volume mint and used collection with about a thousand stamps from the classics onwards, with the £75 A
main strength in the 19th century inc dozens of first issues arm types imperfs inc #1 and #2, embossed Franz Josef heads of
the 1850s with interesting postmarks, embossed coats of arms inc 1863 perf 14 issues complete used, etc. Also lots of
whiskers, royal portraits on white paper mint etc, continuing right through to 1970s.
280 AUSTRIA. 1950-55 between sg1222-1278 on 5 pages, looks complete, mainly fine and a few used. Costumes 1951
reconstruction 1955 Austrian Republic, cat £672.

£80 A

281 AUSTRIA. 1947-57 slight duplication, mint and used, on stockcards, strong commems and charities, possible few faults, good £90 A
to fine. Ideal approvals. Cat £1104.
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282 AUSTRIA. 1960-80s in 20 sides blue stockbook. Superb um stock to 5 of each. Commems, defins to 50sch., excellent retail
stock. Cat £3102.

£380 A

283 AUSTRIA. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1850-1937 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£35 B

284 AUSTRIA. Davo album filled with a range 1945-2000, all mint, good cat value, minor duplication.

£25 C

285 BAHAMAS. 1940 cover with sg158 4d light blue and red orange with the sea floor cancel plus cachet.

£20 C

286 BARBADOS. Stocksheet with a range of mint and used, mostly early items, STC £270+.

£30 B

287 BARBADOS. 1873 5/- dull rose sg64 fine cds used, cat £300.

£55 B

288 BARBADOS. Collection on leaves of Britannias 1852-1878 used 38 stamps, high cat.

£55 B

289 BECHUANALAND. Stocksheet with a range of mint and used, mostly early items, STC £170+.

£20 C

290 BELGIUM. 2 volume collection of many 100s of stamps, the first vol being mint issues from 1893 to late 1990s, including 1910 £100 A
and WW1 red cross charity issues, 1919 helmets to 1fr, etc, many sets mnh from the 1940s onwards and highly complete. In
the 2nd book the airmails, telegraphs and express stamps, a section on pre cancels from the 19th century onwards, parcel
posts and postage dues again with lots of earlier issues, as well as booklets, 1960s to 1990s souvenir sheets mint plus useful
Belgian congo.
291 BELGIUM. Mint and used collection from the classics onwards housed in a Davo hingeless album, with many hundreds of
stamps all one of a kind, including 1849 #1 and #2 used both 4 margins, charity sets mint inc 1934 knight on horseback set
toned, very well filled from the 1940s onwards mostly in mint sets with much never hinged, as well as souvenir sheets
including the 1935 Franz von Taxis mint never hinged. A very useful collection, with pleasant surprises, please view.

£150 A

292 BELGIUM. 1938-80 on 4 stocksheets mainly um, better sets and singles inc 1938 Kakelberg 1938 & 1939 TB and War Charity £100 A
1946 Famous Belgians UPU to 50fr 1946-82 postal parcels to 4 of each. Cat £720.
293 BELGIUM. Davo hingeless album 1985-1998 no stamps.

£12 C

294 BRAZIL. 1844 Inclinado 300 reis, superb used four margins, concentric circle cancel, possibly a right hand sheet corner
marginal, Scott # 12, cat £1400. No faults.

£250 A

295 BRITISH GUIANA. 1856 sg24 4c black on magenta fine used on piece plus Buhler cert 1982.

£2300 A

296 BRITISH HONDURAS. KGV1 1938 sg159 $1, sg160 $2 and sg161 $5 all mm.

£20 C

297 BULGARIA. Album pages with a range of mint and used, 1879-1909, good cat value.

£210 A

298 CANADA. Red album with quantity of small QV heads plus other QV items and registration stamps. Looks all used, postmark
interest.

£45 B

299 CANADA. 1942 special delivery 10c sg12 x 3 blocks of 4 um (tiny tone spot) + 16c air sg813 x 10, cat £180.

£30 B

300 CANADA. 3 small lots: 1937-38 10c Memorial Chamber sg363-363A x 16 mint, 1942 1c coil sg397 x 20 um + 3c purple coil     £30 B
sg292 x 10 um, cat £215.
301 CANADA. Box with 4 x albums of a mint and used range QV to modern, mostly mint, useful items seen.

£40 B

302 CANADA. Covers and cards including QV small heads, FDC, postal stationery, 1936 Craig Harbour NWT cover Calgary
Stampede covers 1950-1977, 35 items.

£30 B

303 CANADA. Shoebox full of FDCs 1960s to modern period. Good value.

£20 C

304 CANADA. 1930 booklets, green cover 12 x 2c sgSB14 12 x 2 green and red cover 12 x 2 red sgB15 mint cat £175.

£35 B

305 CANADA. Stocksheet with a range QV-KGV1, all mint, good cat value.

£35 B

306 CANADA. Stocksheet with a range of QV-KGV1 all special delivery stamps, good cat value, all mint.

£35 B

307 CANADA. Stockcard with a range of all QV period, all used.

£65 B

308 CANADA. 2 x stocksheets full with a range of QV-KGV1 all used.

£55 B

309 CANADA. Box with 3 x printed albums QV-2007 with a range of used throughout.

£20 C

310 CANADA. 1942 sg399 6c blue in block of 4 with printer imprint mm.

£18 C

311 CANADA. 1937 sg368-370 coil stamps set mm sg370 in strip of 3.

£12 C

312 CANADA. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1851-1969 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£20 C

313 CANADA. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1851-1952 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£20 C
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314 CEYLON. 1938 sg397 5R and sg43 sg397A 5R both mint.

£10 C

315 CHINA. 1972 sg2494-97 construction of Red Flag Canal complete set umm.

£30 B

316 CHINA. 1973 sg2516-19 Revolutionary Ballet HSI-ERH complete set umm.

£20 C

317 CHINA. 1974 sg2593-96 Industrial Production complete set umm.

£55 B

318 CHINA. Selection of stockcards with sets for period 1973-1975 not complete. STC £470+, all mm.

£50 B

319 COGH. 1d woodblock pale milky blue error of colour, sg13c, cat £30,000, 3 close but clear margins, thinned in 3 places,
nevertheless a scarce stamp, seldom seen.

£750 A

320 COGH. Stockcard with 4 x triangle stamps 1d to 1/-  ,  the 6d and 1/- stamps are 3 margins items. High cat value, all used.  

£110 A

321 COGH. Stockcard with sg1 1d pale brick red and sg2 4d deep blue, both sound used.

£45 B

322 COGH. 1861 sg13 1d vermilion used with cert.

£130 A

323 COVERS. Clear plastic box with albums of FDcs, various countries,  mostly middle period.

£18 C

324 COVERS. Shoebox full with an all world mix of covers mostly modern and includes many GB.

£18 C

325 COVERS. Wooden box full of covers and cards, early to middle period, all world mix and includes GB.

£30 B

326 COVERS. Some 65 covers all related to first flights with GB stamps affixed on foreign airlines, range 1961-1972 period. Good £80 A
research material.
327 COVERS. Box full with covers, looks an all world mix but strong in GB special events postmarks.  Research should reward.   

£30 B

328 COVERS. Green plastic crate filled with an all world mix of covers.

£35 B

329 COVERS. Pink plastic crate filled with an all world mix of covers.

£35 B

330 COVERS. Shoebox with a range of all world covers, looks mostly early types.

£35 B

331 CROATIA. Red binder with a range of mint and used with many good items.

£30 B

332 CUBA. Range of album pages with a mint and used selection, all early material.

£12 C

333 CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Several 100 stamps, good range of mint castles and similarly the Posta Ceskoslovenska 1919 o/ps inc    £200 A
signatures - there are at least 70 stamps here to investigate in this category alone. Thereafter fairly comprehensive, all mint
with many complete sets through to the 1970s. A good collectors collection, especially the early o/ps.
334 CZECHOSLOVAKIA. A large stockbook of pristine mint never hinged sets, souvenir sheets and sheetlets from the 1970s
onwards as well as attractive philatelic material from the 1930s scattered throughout inc special cancels on Masaryk issues
and sets on souvenir cards, 1945 Masaryk set on colour view of Prague cards, as well as Czech legion in Siberia, Bohemia
and Moravia from the overprint first set complete mint never hinged, se tennant blocks, Slovenia, etc. An unusual holding that
the Czech collector or dealer will appreciate.

£75 A

335 DENMARK. Davo hingeless album 1851-1978 with a range of mint stamps, high cat value.

£110 A

336 DOMINICA. 1866 / 71 medio real black on blue, rare colour trial strip of five, possibly unique in multiple format, an opportunity £250 A
for the specialist seldom available.
337 EASTERN EUROPE. Large stockbook housing a mint and used collection of Poland, Romania, Latvia, etc, with around 1500   £200 A
stamps virtually all one of a kind, incl an exciting range of early Poland overprints inc scarce Poczta Polska on 20pf Germania
ultramarine shade used, signed, foll by the Poczta Polska o/p on Austrian 90h red violet used, also signed, as well as unusual
unlisted early postage due o/ps and interesting forerunners and bisects of 1916, Polish Legion post 1916, etc. Also General
Gouvernerment WW2 inc souvenir sheet with small stains, offices in Turkish empire Levant o/ps toned.
338 EASTERN EUROPE. Several 1000s of stamps from 19th century, both mint & used, housed in 1 vol, the best area by far is
Russia esp the Tsarist with early issues to 30kop & further, Nicholas to 5rbs 1913, a good range of Russiam currency stamps
including blocks of 4 & o/ps, many better items thereafter incl miniature sheets etc ending with Russian back of the book,
Crimea, South Army, Batum, etc. Also Mongolia imperfs and zeppelins, Slovakia WW2, useful Czechoslovakia including o/ps,
better early airmails, etc. Retail potential probably running into 5 figures.

£250 A

339 EGYPT. Hagner pages with a mint and used range, early to middle period, useful items seen. VSC £900+.

£90 A

340 EUROPE. Several 100s, if not 1000s of stamps, housed in one substantial stockbook from the 19th century onwards, mint and £150 A
used, strength in Belgium esp back of the book trains, all different to high values with well over 100 in this section alone. GB
inc QV 2/6d and 5/- perf in various surface printed inc 2/- blue, EDV11 2/6d to 10/- used, through Norway from oscars, Lions
and posthorns onwards, etc. Good lot will no doubt catalogue many thousands.
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341 EUROPE. Large stockbook with 1000s of mint and used stamps from 19th century onwards, organised by country with many   £200 A
pockets of good material. We note Berlin red and black overprints, bells to centre set used, SBZs, Deutschlands Verderber on
Hitler heads 6pf and 12pf mnh, WW2 Zara occupations also mnh inc 5L green Pegasus, Bezetzuag errors, Zara missing on 2L
airmail etc, also France with red cross booklet panes, Monaco, Turkey, Lithuania earlies, etc, etc. Must be viewed page for
page, further finds highly likely.
342 EUROPE CENTRAL. Several 100s mint and used housed in 1 album, virtually all one of a kind, beginning with Greece with the £50 B
large Hermes heads, 1906 olympics inc 1drm, lots of 20th century, then Hungary from first issues onwards with a similar
pattern well filling the book, especially with topicals.
343 EUROPE WESTERN. Several 100s possibly 1000s from the 20th century onwards. Strength in Germany, Swedem especially £50 B
the earlies, then Spain, Italy, Turkey Ottoman Empire, Switzerland, etc, etc.
344 EUROPE WESTEN. Several 100s of stamps, mint and used, housed in one volume, beginning with Belgium #1 and #2
epaulettes with much 19th century through to 20th century with m/s, booklets, etc, as well as good back of the book also
various Germany, Vietnam, etc, please inspect carefully.

£50 B

345 FALKLAND ISLANDS. 1938 sg163 £1 black and violet mint.

£20 C

346 FALKLAND ISLANDS. 1938 sg161c 5/- dull blue and yellow brown mint.

£20 C

347 FALKLAND ISLANDS. 1938 sg161 5/- blue and chestnut mint.

£20 C

348 FALKLAND ISLANDS. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1878-1999 with no stamps.

£12 C

349 FALKLAND ISLANDS. 2 x Davo hingeless albums with slipcases, 1878-2000, with a range of mint stamps, mostly QE2 period. £30 B
350 FALKLAND ISLANDS AND BAT. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1944-1999 with no stamps.

£12 C

351 FAROE ISLANDS. Blue stockbook with a range of all used, fairly modern period.

£35 B

352 FINLAND. Album pages with a range of mint and used, 1856- 1901, useful items seen.

£210 A

353 FINLAND. Hagner page with a range of mint and used for the period 1928-1930s plus 2 x 1870s stationery cards used. Good
cat value.

£35 B

354 FRANCE. 1941-44 Cancer to Arc de Triomphe between sg668-860 good to very fine mint and a few used. Charities, arms sets £45 B
strips of 3 inc used + defins to 10fr and 20fr, cat £267.
355 FRANCE. Airmail set 1934-99 mainly mint from 1946, 1946 to 200fr, 1947 UPU 500fr 1960 decimals to 10fr 1968-99 values to £80 A
20fr 1985 to 30fr. Cat £594.
356 FRANCE. In red Merlin binder, 1975-2007, superb 86 commems and charities booklets + 17 Red Cross all fine um (103
booklets) list included. Face 1,747 fr, cat £1890.

£300 A

357 FRANCE. 1960-89 in green Scot album near complete (no Airs or Charities) commems, art, publicity, defins, Europas, pre
cancels and French history on 95 pages, cat £1750.

£180 A

358 FRANCE. In 14 sides blue stockbook, fine mint and few used blocks, strong post 1960s, postage dues to 3fr mauve, Unesco   £140 A
Legion voluntary WW2, Airs + 1964 Philates block of 6 used + 2 pages Pertan.
359 FRANCE. 2 x Schaubeck hingless albums with a mint and used range 1853-1972 with plenty of useful iitems seen, STC
£9000+.

£950 A

360 FRANCE. Red plastic crate filled with albums of mint and used.

£55 B

361 FRANCE. Purple plastic crate filled with albums of mint and used.

£55 B

362 FRANCE. 1957 sg1318-1320 Air mail set all mint with tabs.

£18 C

363 FRANCE. Davo standard album 1969-1990 with a range of mostly used stamps.

£20 C

364 FRANCE. Davo standard album 1902-1971 with a range of mint and used stamps, useful items seen.

£55 B

365 FRANCE. Grey plastic crate filled with FDC / cards, middle to modern period.

£35 B

366 FRENCH COLONIES. Brown stockbook filled with a mint and used range, high cat value.

£150 A

367 FRENCH COLONIES. Black binder filled with a mint and used range, many stuck down but with some work should reward.

£12 C

368 FRENCH COLONIES. Blue binder with a range of mint and used, all early.

£25 C

369 FRENCH COLONIES. Blue binder with a range of mint and used, some are stuck down.

£25 C
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GREAT BRITAIN SECTION

370 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 4 margin letters Q-D, STB plate 10.

£75 A

371 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 4 margin letters O-D, STB plate 9.

£75 A

372 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 4 margin letters B-I, STB plate 8.

£75 A

373 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margin letters A-J, STB plate 7.

£75 A

374 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 4 margin letters K-E, STB plate 6.

£75 A

375 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margin letters D-E, STB plate 5.

£75 A

376 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margins letters P-K, STB plate 4.

£75 A

377 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margins letters D-D, STB plate 3.

£75 A

378 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margin letters E-D, STB plate 2.

£75 A

379 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margins letters Q-B, STB plate 1B.

£75 A

380 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margins letters E-B, STB plate 1A.

£75 A

381 GB. Box with albums and pages with a mint and used range, mstly QE2 period, includes space for expansion.

£25 C

382 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margins letters G-D.

£75 A

383 GB. Early to 1985 in ring printed album, bit sparse in parts but ready to be completed, mint and used to 1970s then used.    

£65 B

384 GB. Aerograms 1940 to modern, Channel Isles, Australia, 175 items, much mint and a few used, many 1st class + advert         £55 B
sheets.
385 GB. Selection of stockcards with a range of various varieties, good range and cat value.

£50 B

386 GB. Box x 3 albums and presentation packs of a range 1840 to modern with a fv alone of £370+.

£200 A

387 GB. 1878 sg128 10/- greenish grey plate 1 used, has a slight thin which can not see through front.

£75 A

388 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used STB plate 2 red mx 4 margin letters O-J.

£180 A

389 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used on miniature entire dated 13 June red mx 4 margin letters N-K.

£280 A

390 GB. 1840 sg2 1d black used on piece dated 16th May with red mx 4 margin letters E-K.

£480 A

391 GB. 1840 sg2 1d black used red mx 4 margin letters H-D.

£80 A

392 GB. 1840 sg2 1d black used STB plate 7 showing re entry AS44(A) red mx 4 margin letters K-K.

£80 A

393 GB. 1911 sg329aw 1d watermark inverted umm.

£30 B

394 GB. 1911 sg324aw 1/2d yellow green booklet pane watermark inverted umm.

£30 B

395 GB. 1929 sg436cw 1 1/2 purple brown booklet pane watermark inverted umm.

£12 C

396 GB. 1929 sg434bw 1/2d green booklet pane watermark inverted umm.

£35 B

397 GB. 1934 sg441 1/2d red brown booklet pane watermark inverted umm, minor damage left side.

£30 B

398 GB. 1934 sg440gw 1d scarlet booklet pane watermark inverted umm.

£12 C

399 GB. 1934 sg439cw 1/2d green booklet pane watermark inverted umm.

£12 C

400 GB. Great Britain covers sent to Thomas Glover to await arrival in Africa, participant in the 1923 Trans Sahara Expedition          £30 B
Algiers to Niger, Chad and Congo by Crossley Motors which was fillmed (105 covers), also The Count Treatt, Cape to Cairo
Expedition 13 Sept 1924 to 24 Jan 1926 - 12,732 miles - 73 covers. No letters. some covers untidily opened but interesting.
Information all on the internet.
401 GB. Kent postal history, 1829 entire to Margate with Deal circular mileage mark, 1877 cover Hawkhurst to Bewdley, franked
£30 B
with pair of 1d reds plate 167, undated wrapper with Lamberhurst 4 mileage in green addressed to Goudhurst, 1808 wrapper
with Tunbridge mileage /36 to London, 1866 cover Tunbridge Wells to Rochester plate 94 with Calverley sub-office cds on reverse.
402 GB. Quantity of some 1000 plus 1d red star type perf mostly off piece. some research should reward.

£500 A

403 GB. Quantity of some 400 plus 1d red imperfs, finds to be had as unchecked.

£420 A

404 GB. A selection of 400 x 1d lilacs on / off piece, unchecked.  Should reward.

£130 A
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405 GB. 1867 sg114 10d deep red brown plate 1 used.

£55 B

406 GB. 1867-73 sg103 3d rose plates 4-10 all used.

£120 A

407 GB. 1867-73 sg117 1/- green plates 4-7 all used.

£35 B

408 GB. 1948 sg494 £1 blue mint and used.

£12 C

409 GB. 1873 sg125 6d grey plate 12 used.

£40 B

410 GB. Stockcard with sg 159 3d on 3d lilac and sg162 6d on 6d lilac both sound used.

£40 B

411 GB. 1880 sg160 4d grey brown plates 17 and 18 used.

£18 C

412 GB. 1874-80 sg147 6d grey plates 13-17 all used.

£70 A

413 GB. 1862 sg86 9d bistre plate 2 used  on piece.

£75 A

414 GB. 1891 sg212 £1 green used.

£95 A

415 GB. 1878 sg128 10/- grey green plate 1 used.

£420 A

416 GB. 1915 sg411 10/- deep blue used.

£130 A

417 GB. 1915 sg413 10/- pale blue used.

£120 A

418 GB. Stocksheet with some 36 x KGV items, all mm, good cat value.

£65 B

419 GB. 1902 various KEV11 pairs 2d to 1/- high cat value, mm.

£75 A

420 GB. 1902 sg242 5d dull purple and ultramarine mm.

£35 B

421 GB. 1880 sg154 4d grey brown plate 17 used.

£70 A

422 GB. 1877 sg153 4d sage green plates 15 and 16 used.

£75 A

423 GB. 1874 sg150 1/- green plate 10 used.

£30 B

424 GB. 1865 sg92 3d rose palte 4 used,

£35 B

425 GB. 1855 sg72 1/- green used.

£45 B

426 GB. 1862 sg77 3d pale carmine rose used.

£45 B

427 GB. 1883 sg190 2 1/2d lilac mm.

£12 C

428 GB. 1883 sg064 1/- orange brown plate 13 used Govt parcels overprint.

£40 B

429 GB. 1880 sg151 1/- orange brown plate 13 used.

£90 A

430 GB. 1876 sg156 8d orange plate 1 used.

£45 B

431 GB. 1876 sg156 8d orange plate 1 used.

£45 B

432 GB. 1840 entire with sg1 1d black affixed dated Sept 1840 red mx 3 margin letters E-K, early usage.

£95 A

433 GB. 1867 sg120B 2/- milky blue plate 1 used.

£30 B

434 GB. 1867 sg112 10d red brown used.

£55 B

435 GB. 1867 sg111 9d pale straw sound used.

£40 B

436 GB. sg43 1d rose red plate 93 and sg86 9d bistre plate 2 used on piece.

£75 A

437 GB. 1902 sg260 / 263 and 265  2/6 to 10/- all used.

£120 A

438 GB. 1912 sg319 10/- blue used.

£75 A

439 GB. 1902 sg265 10/- ultramarine used.

£70 A

440 GB. 1883 sg178 / 181 and 183 2/6 to 10/- all used.

£120 A

441 GB. 1883 sg183 10/- ultramarine sound used.

£70 A

442 GB. 1847 sg54 1/- pale green used.

£130 A
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443 GB. 1854 sg59 6d dull lilac used on piece.

£130 A

444 GB. 1870 sg49 1/2d rose plate 9 on piece.

£120 A

445 GB. 1841 sg14E 2d blue used black mx 4 margin letters D-I.

£35 B

446 GB. 1840 sg4 2d deep full blue used black mx 4 margins letters O-K.

£150 A

447 GB. 1840 sg6 2d pale black used red mx 4 margins letters E-I.

£130 A

448 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 3-4 margin letters L-I.

£70 A

449 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 3-4 margin letters C-E.

£70 A

450 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margins letters E-L.

£75 A

451 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margin letters G-K.

£75 A

452 GB. 1929 sg438 £1 black PUC sound used.

£75 A

453 GB. 1884 sg185 £1 brown lilac used letters N-C.

£280 A

454 GB. 1867 sg135 10/- greenish grey plate 1 used.

£560 A

455 GB.1867 sg134 5/- rose plate 4 used.

£520 A

456 GB. 1874 sg127 5/- pale rose plate 2 used.

£190 A

457 GB. Red album filled with a mostly used range, QV-QE2 period, odd useful items seen. Good cat value.

£30 B

458 GB. Box full woth albums, loose, covers and cards, also odd presentation packs. A good range.

£25 C

459 GB. Box with albums / pages and loose plus covers with mint and used.  A good range.

£25 C

460 GB. Box with 2 x albums of stamps and FDCs with a good range.

£25 C

461 GB. Box full with albums of an all used range Kings to QE2 period plus odd FDC.

£30 B

462 GB. Box full of albums with a fair range of mostly used plus odd cover.

£35 B

463 GB. Box full of albums with a fair range, looks mostly used, includes odd covers.

£45 B

464 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used STB plate 11 black mx just 4 margin letters N-H. Scarce item.

£720 A

465 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used STB plate 9 black mx 4 margin letters J-L.

£120 A

466 GB. 1929 sg436cw 1 1/2d purple brown booklet pane watermark inverted.

£30 B

467 GB. 1902 basic set to 1/2d to 2/6 lilac all used.

£65 B

468 GB. 1902 sg265 10/- ultramarine fine used.

£75 A

469 GB. Some stock pages with a range 1840 - KGV1 mostly used, high cat value.

£250 A

470 GB. Red album filled with a mostly used range 1840-QE2, STC £7500+.

£500 A

471 GB. 2 x old club books filled with a range of QV-QE2 with many line and surface printed items, high cat value.

£150 A

472 GB. Davo stockbook with a range of mint and used, all QE2 period, many good used sets.

£25 C

473 GB. Pink plastic crate with albums of stamps and covers, a fair range.

£30 B

474 GB. Shoebox with 600 plus 1d reds all diff types, unsorted. Could be finds, massive cat value.

£170 A

475 GB. 1841 cover with sg1 1s black affixed, poor condition, sent to Cheapside.

£40 B

476 GB. 1912 sg318 5/- carmine mm.

£45 B

477 GB. 1934 sg452 10/- indigo used in block of 4.

£55 B

478 GB. 1862 sg83 6d deep lilac mm.

£320 A

479 GB. 5 x sg178 2/6 lilac and 5 x sg180 5/- rose, all used, high cat value.

£220 A

480 GB. 1867-73 sg103 3d rose plate 4-10, all used.

£95 A
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481 GB. 1959 sg595-598 De la rue castles set mint.

£30 B

482 GB. 1959 sg595-598 De la rue castles set mint.

£30 B

483 GB. 1955 sg536-9 water low castles set mint.

£40 B

484 GB. 1913 sg404 £1 dull blue green seahorse used.

£360 A

485 GB. KGV 1d red imperf overprint specimen mint.

£20 C

486 GB. 1913 sg390WI 8d black on yellow mint watermark inverted.

£35 B

487 GB. 1913 sg385WI 6d reddish purple mint watermark inverted.

£12 C

488 GB. 1913 sg375WI 3d violet mint watermark inverted.

£35 B

489 GB. 1913 sg372WI 2 1/2d blue mint watermark inverted.

£30 B

490 GB. 1862 sg77 3d pale carmine rose used.

£30 B

491 GB. 1862 sg76 3d bright carmine used.

£35 B

492 GB. 1862 sg75 3d deep carmine rose used.

£45 B

493 GB. 1856 sg73 1/- pale green used.

£35 B

494 GB. 1856 sg72 1/- green used.

£30 B

495 GB. 1856 sg71 1/- deep green used.

£40 B

496 GB. 1856 sg64 4d pale carmine used.

£50 B

497 GB. 1856 sg63 4d carmine used.

£45 B

498 GB. 1855 sg62 4d carmine used.

£45 B

499 GB. 1870 sg48 / 49 1/2d rose red plate 15.

£18 C

500 GB. 1870 sg48 / 49 1/2d rose red plate 11 mm.

£15 C

501 GB. 1870 sg48 / 49 1/2d rose red plates 6 + 11 both mm.

£25 C

502 GB. 1855 sg34 2d blue x 4 copies all used STB plate 5.

£25 C

503 GB. 1855 sg27 2d blue STB plate 5 used letters ?

£50 B

504 GB. 1854 sg23 2d blueSTB plate 4 used pair letters P-J-K.

£45 B

505 GB. 1854 sg20A 2d blue used STB plate 5 letters I-B.

£45 B

506 GB. 1841 sg14WI 2d blue used 4 margin letters M-B.

£85 A

507 GB. 1841 sg8 1d red brown used 10 in mx 4 margin letters O-A?

£35 B

508 GB. 1841 sg8 1d red brown used 8 in mx 4 margin letters E-D.

£25 C

509 GB. 1841 sg8 1d red brown used 7 in mx 4 margin letters M-G.

£25 C

510 GB. 1841 sg8 1d red brown used 4 margin 3 in mx letters I-A.

£35 B

511 GB. 1841 sg11 1d lake red used 4 margin letters E-I.

£55 B

512 GB. 1840 sg5 2d blue used plate 2 4 margin black mx letters D-G.

£85 A

513 GB. 1840 sg2 1d black used plate 6 4 margin letters E-I.

£75 A

514 GB. Club book with some 61 x stamps, all QV line and surface printed, all used. VSC £4000.

£360 A

515 GB. Club book with some 63 x stamps, all QV line and surface printed, all used. VSC £4890.

£460 A

516 GB. 1874 sg127 plate 2 5/- pale rose used.

£200 A

517 GB. Flip folder with a range of line engraved issues, includes 1d black and 1840 2d blue in strip of 3, plus many more useful    £2000 A
items noted. VSC £17,700+.
518 GB. 1883 sg180 5/- rose fine used.
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519 GB. 1851 sg15AA 2d violet blue fine used 4 margin.

£200 A

520 GB. Red album filled with QV-KGV1 mostly used with odd mint item, many QV plate numbers seen, also includes 4 x 1d
blacks.   VSC £55,000.

£3000 A

521 GB. Stocksheet with a range of all QV period, all used surface printed items. High cat value.

£180 A

522 GB. sg260 2/6 lilac used in pair, heavy cancel.

£10 C

523 GB. 1856 sg71 / 72 1/- green x 4 diff shades, all used, all have trimmed perfs.

£12 C

524 GB. 1867 sg111 9d pale straw used.

£12 C

525 GB. 1876-1879 sg141 2 1/2d rosy mauve x 14 all used various plate numbers.

£18 C

526 GB. 1883-4 sg179-181 2 x 2/6d and 2 x 5/- both shades seen all used.

£12 C

527 GB. 1840 2d deep blue with 1844 postmark late used sg4I 3 margin.

£55 B

528 GB. 1867 sg112-114 10d red brown x 5 copies all used, mixed condition.

£12 C

529 GB. Stocksheet with 10 x sets 1/2d to 1/- of the jubilee issue, all used, massive cat.

£35 B

530 GB. 1903 sg040 10d dull purple and carmine with ovpt office of works. Rare item, used.

£520 A

531 GB. 1883 sg162 6d on 6d lilac mm plate 18.

£45 B

532 Gb. 1870 sg52 1 1/2d lake red plate 3 x 2 mm.

£75 A

533 GB. Stockcard with QV 2/6, 5/-, KEV11 2/6, 5/-, KGV re engraved seahorses 2/6 to 10/- and both Bee sets 1924 / 25, all used. £35 B
534 GB. Stockcard filled with 15 x QV stamps all used wing margins: sg84 ; sg94 pl9; sg97 pl 5/6; sg103 pl8; sg107 pl6; sg109
pl8/9; sg117 pl4; sg144 pl16; sg 147 pl 15/16; sg150 pl 12/13; sg158 pl21. Good cat value.

£70 A

535 GB. Stockcard filled with 15 x QV stamps all used: sg45 pl9; sg66A; sg72; sg79; sg83; sg94 pl8; sg96 pl5; sg103 pl6; sg117     £75 A
pl4; sg139 pl1; sg142 pl20.
536 GB. Stockcard filled with 15 x QV stamps all used: sg94 pl11; sg97 pl6; sg147 pl17; sg150 pl13; sg156; sg157 pl22; sg158
pl21; sg160 pl18; sg161 pl18; sg162;sg163 pl13; sg169; sg189; sg190 and sg193.   Good cat value.

£70 A

537 GB. Stockcard filled with 15 x QV stamps all used: sg47 pl14; sg66; sg76; sg84;sg90; sg94 pl10; sg97 pl6; sg103 pl6; sg109     £80 A
pl9; sg117 pl6; sg125; sg 141 pl9; sg116 pl16; sg156 and sg 180.  Good cat value.
538 GB. Stockcard filled with 15 x QV stamps all used: sg45 pl8; sg66A; sg82; sg94 pl9; sg97 pl5; sg103 pl5; sg109 pl8; sg117 pl5 £55 B
sg122 pl11; sg139 pl2; sg142 pl17; sg144 pl18; sg147 pl15; sg150 pl12 and sg 178.  Good cat value.
539 GB. Stockcard with various flaw stamps mint and used: sg657B 9d line through inter; sg567B 3d shoulder flaw and sg681B 3d £10 C
lake in Russia.
540 GB. Selection of KEV11 2/6 x 3 and 5/- x 3 various shades, all used.

£35 B

541 GB. 1918 sg417 10/- dull grey blue used.

£10 C

542 GB. 1918 sg415A / 416 / 417 Seahorses 2/6 to 10/- , all used.

£15 C

543 GB. 1883 sg187-194 and sg196 lilac and greens part set, all used.

£35 B

544 GB. 1880 sg164-169 1/2d to 5d complete set, all used.

£18 C

545 GB. 1867 sg103 3d rose plates 4-10, all used.

£30 B

546 GB. 1858 sg45 / 47 2d blues all used plates 7-9, 12-15, all sound.

£12 C

547 GB. 1841 1d red brown sgB1(1) SB & SA plate xv111 used with red and black mx with RPS cert.

£140 A

548 GB. Stockcard with a range of KEV11 1/2d to 1/- all mm.

£55 B

549 GB. 1900 sg214 1/- green and carmine mm.

£10 C

550 GB. 1887 sg211 1/- dull green mm, does have crease.

£12 C

551 GB. 1902 sg257 1/- dull green and carmine mm.

£10 C

552 GB. 1934 set 1/2d to 1/- plus extras includes 1929 UPU lower values all mm.

£12 C

553 GB. 1951 KGV1 high value set sg509-512 mm.

£10 C
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554 GB. 1870 sg48 plate 11 1/2d rose red bantam with specimen overprint hmm.

£12 C

555 GB. 1883 sg188 1 1/2d lilac and sg190 2 1/2d lilac both mm.

£12 C

556 GB. 1913 sg402 10/- indigo blue used.

£35 B

557 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 3 plus margin letters A-K.

£30 B

558 GB. 1865 sg98 9d straw plate 12 used.

£40 B

559 GB. 2 x 1867 sg118 2/- dull blue both plate 1 used.

£30 B

560 GB. 1883 sg178 / 179 2/6 lilac x 15 copies all used.

£130 A

561 GB. 1883 sg180 / 181 5/- rose x 8 copies all used.

£140 A

562 GB. Stocksheet with x 28 1919 sg416 5/- rose red all used.

£240 A

563 GB. Stocksheet with some x 38 wilding castles, various printings and watermarks up to £1 values, all mint.

£65 B

564 GB. Stocksheet with various sets of the KGV1 high values 1939 and 1951 all mint.

£90 A

565 GB. 1867 sg120A colbalt blue plate 1 used.

£650 A

566 GB. Box full with albums having a range Kings period to modern QE2 period, mostly used.

£30 B

567 GB. Box full with albums having a range Kings period to modern QE2 period, mostly used.

£30 B

568 GB. 1896 sg041-044 QV stmaps overprinted Army official all mm.

£12 C

569 GB. 1959 sg595-598 complete set of castles de la rue printing all mint.

£65 B

570 GB. Red album with a range of all QV period plus pre stamps postal history no stamps seen.

£35 B

571 GB. 1880 sg142 2 1/2d blue plate 18 mm.

£55 B

572 GB. 1858 sg47 2d deep blue plate 15 heavy mounted.

£30 B

573 GB. Stockcard with sg43 / 44 1d red plates 150 / 175 / 189 / 192 and 196 all mounted mint.

£40 B

574 GB. 1840 sg2 1d black plate 6 unused 4 margin part own gum and crease - with RPS cert.

£85 A

575 GB. sg43 / 44 1d reds plate 171 sheet reconstruction all sound used.

£60 B

576 GB. sg166 1d venetian sheet reconstruction all fine used.

£55 B

577 GB. 1d red plate construction 71 to 224 except 77, all sound used, on info pages.

£75 A

578 GB. Folder with a range of various plate 1d reds all misperfs, unusual collection, all used.

£25 C

579 GB. Stockcard filled with 96 x 1d reds, various plate numbers, all used.

£25 C

580 GB. 2 x Windsor albums for GB, QV-KGV1, looks all used with many good items seen. Very high cat value.

£2300 A

581 GB. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1840-1970 with a mint and used range of stamps.

£20 C

582 GB. Pink plastic crate with 4 x Davo hingeless albums with slipcases, 1840-2005, no stamps.

£45 B

583 GB. Stockcard with 1 x sg260 2/6 lilac ; 1 x sg264 and 1 x sg265 10/-, all used.

£80 A

584 GB. Stockcard with 3 x sg178 2/6 lilac; 1 x sg180 5/- rose and 1 x sg 183 10/- ultramarine, sound used items.

£130 A

585 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 4 margin letters A-G.

£75 A

586 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 3 x margin letters R-J.

£30 B

587 GB. 1840 dg1 1d black on entire 3 margin black mx letters C-E.

£50 B

588 GB. 1891 sg212 £1 green used letters N-B.

£150 A

589 GB. 1840 sg5 2d blue used 4 margins just letters E-C.

£85 A

590 GB. 1840 1d black Mulready letter sheet used with black mx.

£80 A

591 GB. 2 x Davo albums with a mostly mint range 1936-1998. FV alone £230 plus.

£110 A
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592 GB. Grey plastic crate with hingeless Davo albums vols 1-3 with a range of used QV-QE2 period.

£80 A

593 GB. Grey plastic crate filled with albums having a range QV to modern period, mint and used.

£45 B

594 GB. 1883 sg178 2/6d lilac used with clear tpo cancel.

£35 B

595 GB. 1883 sg195 9d dull green used letters C-I.

£80 A

596 GB. 1891 sg212 £1 green used letters M-B.

£150 A

597 GB. 1881 sg173 1d deep purple used with broken frame at bottom.

£35 B

598 GB. 1862 sg89 1/- deep green (faded) used on piece plate 1.

£30 B

599 GB. 1841 sg13 2d blue block of 4 used 3 plus margin STB plate 3.

£80 A

600 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used STB plate 6 red mx 4 margins letters S-E.

£75 A

601 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used on piece STB plate 4 red mx 4 clear margins letters K-H.

£75 A

602 GB. Selection of stockcards with a mint range KGV - KGV1 of control blocks and singles.

£110 A

603 GB. 1855 cover to Paris with 2 x 2d blue and 1 x 1/- green embossed affixed, scarce cover.

£220 A

604 GB. 1840 2d blue mulready envelope unused A198.

£65 B

605 GB. 1840 1d black mulready envelope unused A150 minor tone spots.

£65 B

606 GB. 1840 entire with sg1 1d black affixed STB plate 3 3 margin red mx, pmk July 13 1840.

£80 A

607 GB. 1847 sg55 1/- green embossed pair used trimmed corners.

£80 A

608 GB. 1883 sg183 10/- ultramarine x 2 copies used.

£110 A

609 GB. 1883 sg180 5/- rose used.

£30 B

610 GB. 1880 sg168A 2d deep rose used.

£15 C

611 GB. 1881 sg163 1/- orange brown plate 13 mm.

£90 A

612 GB. 1881 sg163 1/- orange brown plate 13 used.

£20 C

613 GB. 1883 sg162 6d on 6d lilac plate 18 used.

£18 C

614 GB. 1880 sg160 4d grey brown plate 17 x 3 copies used.

£25 C

615 GB. 1883 sg159 3d on 3d lilac plate 21 x 2 copies used.

£30 B

616 GB. 1881 sg158 3d rose plate 20 used.

£18 C

617 GB. 1881 sg157 2 1/2d blue plate 22 mm.

£50 B

618 GB. 1876 sg156 8d orange plate 1 used.

£40 B

619 GB. 1876 sg150 1/- green plate 13 x 2 copies used.

£35 B

620 GB. 1875 sg150 1/- green plate 12 x 2 copies used.

£35 B

621 GB. 1875 sg150 1/- green plate 11 x 2 copies used.

£40 B

622 GB. 1874 sg150 1/- green plate 10 used.

£25 C

623 GB. 1880 sg147 6d grey plate 17 mm blunt left corner.

£75 A

624 GB. 1880 sg147 6d grey plate 17 used.

£20 C

625 GB. 1876 sg147 6d grey plate 15 x 6 copies used.

£55 B

626 GB. 1874 sg147 6d grey plate 13 x 2 copies used.

£20 C

627 GB. 1873 sg144 3d pale rose plate 11 x 2 copies used.

£18 C

628 GB. 1878 sg141 2 1/2d rosy mauve plate 12 x 2 copies used.

£18 C

629 GB. 1878 sg129 £1 brown lilac plate 1 used crayon mark.

£460 A
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630 GB. 1874 sg127 5/- pale rose plate 2 used.

£160 A

631 GB. 1867 sg127 5/- pale rose plate 1 used.

£70 A

632 GB. 1873 sg125 6d grey plate 12 used.

£35 B

633 GB. 1872 sg123 6d pale buff plate 12 x 2 copies used.

£75 A

634 GB. 1872 sg123 6d pale buff plate 11 x 2 copies used.

£30 B

635 GB. 1867 sg120b 2/- milky blue x 6 copies plate 1 used.

£110 A

636 GB. 1873 sg117 1/- green used plate 7 x 2 copies.

£20 C

637 GB. 1871 sg117 1/- green used x 3 copies plate 6.

£15 C

638 GB. 1871 sg117 1/- green used x 3 copies plate 5.

£15 C

639 GB. 1867 sg117 1/- green used x 4 copies plate 4.

£30 B

640 GB. 1867 sg114 10d deep red brown used plate 1.

£45 B

641 GB. 1867 sg110 9d straw used x 2 copies plate 4.

£65 B

642 GB. 1870 sg109 6d mauve used x 5 copies plate 9.

£45 B

643 GB. 1869 sg109 6d mauve mm plate 8.

£80 A

644 GB. 1867 sg105 6d deep lilac plate 6 used.

£15 C

645 GB. 1870 sg103 3d rose plate 6 used x 3 copies.

£25 C

646 GB. 1865 sg101 1/- green plate 4 used.

£30 B

647 GB. 1902 sg078 1/- dull green and carmine heavy used.

£35 B

648 GB. 1891 sg070 2d grey green and carmine used x 6 copies overprint govt parcels.

£35 B

649 GB. 1897 sg069 1d lilac used x 4 copies overprint govt parcels.

£15 C

650 GB. 1890 sg068 1/- dull green heavy used x 2 copies overprint govt parcels.

£55 B

651 GB. 1888 sg067 9d dull purple and blue used x 4 copies overprint govt parcels.

£50 B

652 GB. 1887 sg066 6d purple / rose red used x 3 copies pverprint govt parcels.

£25 C

653 GB. 1883 sg063 9d dull green used overprint govt parcels.

£110 A

654 GB. 1901 sg045 6d purple / rose red mm overprint army official.

£12 C

655 GB. 1901 sg018 6d purple / rose red used overprint IR offical.

£18 C

656 GB. 1883 sg196s 1/- dull green mm overprint specimen.

£40 B

657 GB. 1881 sg169s 5d indigo mm overprint specimen.

£18 C

658 GB. 1877 sg153sa 4d sage green plate 16 mm overprint specimen.

£40 B

659 GB. 1870 sg94 4d vermilion plate 12 x 2 copies used.

£18 C

660 GB. 1876 sg150sb 1/- greenplate 13 mm overprint specimen.

£40 B

661 GB. 1867 sg110s 9d straw plate 4 mm overprint specimen.

£45 B

662 GB. 1865 sg97 6d lilac plate 5 x 2 copies used.

£30 B

663 GB. 1869 sg94 4d vermilion plate 11 used.

£10 C

664 GB. 1868 sg94 4d vermilion plate 10 mm.

£80 A

665 GB. 1866 sg94 4d vermilion plate 8 3 x copies used.

£30 B

666 GB. 1865 sg94 4d vermilion plate 7 used.

£15 C

667 GB. 1865 sg92 3d rose plate 4 used.

£30 B
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668 GB. 1862 sg90 1/- green used plate 1.

£35 B

669 GB. 1862 sg90 1/- green x 2 copies used both plate 1.

£60 B

670 GB. 1862 sg84 6d lilac 2 x copies used.

£30 B

671 GB. 1862 sg82 4d pale red x 2 copies used.

£35 B

672 GB. 1862 sg80 4d pale red x 2 copies used.

£30 B

673 GB. 1856 sg72 1/- green x 6 copies all used.

£210 A

674 GB. 1856 sg70 6d pale lilac used.

£15 C

675 GB. 1857 sg66 4d rose carmine x 7 copies all used.

£95 A

676 GB IOM. Box with 3 x hingeless albums with an all mint range 1960s-2009 which includes many booklets.

£45 B

677 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. Box with 4 x Kabe hingeless albums with the odd stamp but still in good condition.

£45 B

678 GB BOOKLET. 24 christmas booklets inc bar coded 1st and 2nd class, high cat, face £72.

£65 B

679 GB BOOKLET. 1929 sgBB25 3/- booklet number 168 complete.

£45 B

680 GB BOOKLET. 1935 sgBB28 3/- booklet red cover number 297 Silver Jubilee.

£12 C

681 GB BOOKLET. 1913 sgBB5 number 8 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes perfect.

£70 A

682 GB BOOKLET. 1913 sgBB5 number 8 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes are perfect.

£70 A

683 GB BOOKLET. 1912 sgBB3 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes are perfect.

£70 A

684 GB BOOKLET. 1912 sgBB3 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes are perfect.

£70 A

685 GB BOOKLET. 1911 sgBB1 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes are perfect.

£85 A

686 GB BOOKLET. Some 6 x booklets FB51-FB56 50p all in good condition.

£12 C

687 GB BOOKLET. 1935 Silver Jubilee booklet BB16 complete number 298.

£25 C

688 GB BOOKLETS. Some 8 x booklets FA5 10p all with gradual loss of phospher band.

£12 C

689 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. In red binder, 1980s-90s, small selection of mint PHQ cards, 43 sets, 238 cards.

£25 C

690 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. 1980s small um duplicated selection (to 9 of each) Isle of Man £2 x 4, Jersey £5 x 9 + commems,     £60 B
face £112.
691 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. Channel Isle & Alderney, 74 FDCs typed addressed 1990s-2008 inc m/sheets, setennants, self
£120 A
adhesives, panes inc Wedgewood 1/2d side band, early 1970s, 1977 £1, £2, £5, 1992 castles to £1 and £5, 1995 £3 x 3. Rare
1928 card franked 1d coil badly misperfed.
692 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. Davo standard album with no stamps, used condition.

£12 C

693 GB COVER. 1973 Royal Wedding FDC with bureau SHS and also signed by Mark Phillips.

£18 C

694 GB COVER. 1988 FDC for sport signed by Mark Cox, only 6 ever done.

£10 C

695 GB COVERS. Lilac plastic box full of FDCs, middle to modern period, a good quantity.

£18 C

696 GB COVERS. Red plastic box full of FDCs, middle to modern period, a good quantity.

£18 C

697 GB COVERS. 1978-79 cycling to horse racing, 6 sets of PHQ cards, stamps mint face £7 + 36 FDCs and covers with better     £30 B
postmarks in multi ring binder.
698 GB COVERS. 1963-89 superb range of 91 FDCs and special covers all fine pencil, label, unaddressed, machins, high values, £55 B
booklet panes, commems in red binder. Current face £95.
699 GB COVERS. 1981 in blue ring binder, 60 FDCs and used PHQ cards inc Benhams and souvenir covers + mint PHQ cards.

£30 B

700 GB COVERS. 1982 Darwin specialised collection inblue binder, 68 FDCs and PHQ cards many with special postmarks, traffic £40 B
lights, Benham covers, beautifully illustrated.
701 GB COVERS. 1981-83, 55 FDCs and covers inc Benhams, 25 booklet panes used, good postmarks, 12 postcards and 14
booklets (mint face £23) in blue binder inc photo copies and cut outs + Stamp Day & Gibbons booklets.
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702 GB COVERS. 1976-80 in blue binder, 50 FDCs, commems, machins, high values to £5, booklet panes, typed addressed, high £25 C
cat. Face £28.
703 GB COVERS. 1990 RSPCA to Gallantry award in binder, 44 FDCs, m/sheets, greetings, Benham covers and 8 sets of mint
PHQ cards.

£35 B

704 GB COVERS. 1996 Famous women to 1997 Christmas. Superb 48 FDCs in blue binders inc Benham covers with special
postmarks + 6 sets of PHQ card inc greeting panes.

£35 B

705 GB COVERS. 1982 Textiles and Technology in binder range of 52 FDCs and special covers inc many better postmarks,
Benham covers and research material.

£35 B

706 GB COVERS. 1979-84 superb range of 50 FDCs in blue binder, unaddressed, pencil, typed and hand written. Face £38,
stamps cat £113, cat as FDCs £142.

£25 C

707 GB COVERS. 1971-79 in blue binder, 55 FDCs unaddressed, pencil, typed and hand written addressed, cat as stamps £66,  
cat as FDCs £100.

£20 C

708 GB COVERS. 1980-88 in green binder, fine selection of 100 FDCs typed addressed, sets, machins, booklet panes, high
values. Face £97

£45 B

709 GB COVERS. 1985 Post Office to 1986 Haley Comet in blue binder. Range of 48 FDCs, good ppostmarks and various
postcards and PHQ cards inc Benham covers + research material.

£30 B

710 GB COVERS. 1968-75 in blue binder, 80 FDCs and covers, air letters RAF special covers, rocket mail, high values, strike mail £35 B
inc 1/2d side band, regionals and machins, typed and hand written.
711 GB COVERS. 1981-82 in green binder, 85 items, many commems, better postmarks, 9 Benham covers, strips, panes,
regionals, values to £35 each set. Label, typed and unaddressed.

£60 B

712 GB COVERS. 1988-92, superb 62 typed addressed FDCs, commems, machins, booklet panes, greetings. Commems alone     £45 B
cat as stamps £262 + panes extra.
713 GB COVERS. 1970-80 in red binder, 150 FDCs, many single stamps, better postmarks, most label addressed.

£30 B

714 GB COVERS. 1992 Ordnance Survey to Civil War, 51 FDCs inc greeting panes inc many Benham Silks with good postmarks + £35 B
7 sets of PHQ cards in blue binder.
715 GB COVERS. 1988-89 from Welsh Bible to greeting booklet stamps, 50 FDCs and special covers, m/sheets and panes,
Benham silks + 7 sets of PHQ cards (not counted) in a binder.

£40 B

716 GB COVERS. 1992-94, 42 FDCs mainly typed addressed to 2 of each inc 3 greeting panes, booklet panes and better
postmarks. Face £72, high cat as used stamps.

£35 B

717 GB COVERS. 1994 seadie cards to 1995 greeting panes in binder. Superb range of 51 FDCs and special covers inc Benham
special postmarks + 7 sets of PHQ cards.

£35 B

718 GB COVERS. 1983-84 Benham booklet panes ex Prestige FDCs and booklets + related items mint face £23 in binder.

£30 B

719 GB COVERS. 1980s-90s Royalty theme postmarks in binder. 77 souvenir covers and related material.

£35 B

720 GB COVERS. 1998-2000 in red binder, superb 52 fine typed addressed FDCs inc good m/sheets, regionals, booklet panes.     £50 B
Face £93, cat as stamps £383.
721 GB COVERS. 1980-93, 36 FDCs and covers mainly long sets with special postmarks ex Benham silks inc 6 greeting sets
panes, various signed items inc DAHL Foundation, mail coach, pacquebot, St Helena and Good old days. Current face £62.

£55 B

722 GB COVERS. 1994-99 in maroon binder. 72 typed addressed FDCs, near complete, commems, booklet panes, machins to £5 £75 A
small castles to £3, m/sheets, regionals, face £151, cat as used stamps £500.
723 GB COVERS. 1992-97 superb range of 60 typed addressed FDCs in binder. Commems, booklet panes, machins, greetings.    £55 B
Face £102, cat as stamps £272.
724 GB COVERS. 1994-98 superb range of 108 FDCs inc commems, sets, greetings, small duplication x 2 or 4. Valuable lot, typed £90 A
addressed in maroon stockbook, face £205, cat as stamps £623.
725 GB COVERS. 1996-2002 in maroon binder, 74 FDCs typed addressed.  Commems, Christmas, machins, high values to £5,
setennant strips, booklets of 10 self adhesives, all different, face £177, cat as used £440.

£80 A

726 GB COVERS. 1960-90s in red binder, 160 FDCs hand written addressed, mainly fine, values to £5, m/sheets, greetings.  good £60 B
source for used stamps. Cat 493.
727 GB COVERS. 1988-95 in maroon binder, 74 typed addressed FDCs, commems and setennants, face £91, cat as stamps £307 £50 B
728 GB COVERS. 1970-80s machins and regionals, high values to £5 in blue binder. superb range of 82 covers and FDCs mainly £100 A
unaddressed, many better postmarks inc Windsor p dues to £1 mint and used.
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729 GB COVERS. 2000-02 in red ring binder, fine selection of 52 typed addressed FDCs, commems, regionals, m/sheets cat to
£25 each + self adhesives. Face £118.

£60 B

730 GB COVERS. 1982-95, 72 FDCs, unaddressed, pencil and label addressed, machins, high values to £3, commems.  Fine
stock, current face £91.

£60 B

731 GB COVERS. 1984 Greenwich Meridian mail coach British Council, Christmas, 74 FDCs and used PHQ cards inc Benahm
covers with special postmarks and research material in binder.

£50 B

732 GB COVERS. 1966-91 in brown binder, 58 FDCs many better postmarks, typed, label and hand written addressed inc 1990 1d £55 B
black m/sheet x 2, 1991 Greetings blocks of 10, castles to £5 (cat to £35 each) + sets and m/sheets. Face £80.
733 GB COVERS. 1965-86 in red binder, 130 FDCs, many better postmarks, label and typed addressed and a few hand written inc £50 B
10 Benham covers,excellent lot.
734 GB COVERS. 1969-93, superb range of 92 typed addressed FDCs, good postmarks, high values to £10, machins, panes,
regionals, m/sheets in blue binder. High cat, face £130.

£65 B

735 GB COVERS. 2000-03, superb range of 56 FDCs typed addressed inc m/sheets, setennants, regionals, self adhesives ( a few £65 B
duplicated x 2) cat as stamps £493.
736 GB COVERS. Box full of FDCs, looks an all QE2 period.

£30 B

737 GB COVERS. Beige plastic crate filled with FDCs, middle to modern period, plus other odd item.

£25 C

738 GB COVERS. Yellow plastic crate with albums of FDC, all fairly modern and includes some Channel Islands.

£25 C

739 GB COVERS. Box full with FDCs and cards many with SHS.

£25 C

740 GB COVERS. Red album filled with FDCs 1961-1965, many SHS, good cat value.

£50 B

741 GB COVERS. Red album filled with postal history and FDCs KGV1 to 1960, many good cancels, high cat value.

£50 B

742 GB COVERS. Box with 7 x albums filled with FDCs 1966-1972, many SHS, high cat value.

£45 B

743 GB COVERS. Box with 8 x albums filled with FDCs all 1970s, many SHS, high cat value.

£45 B

744 GB GUERNSEY. 1981-96 in 4 ring green binder, superb 106 unaddressed FDCs, commems, m/sheets, sheetlets. Face £118, £60 B
cat as used stamps £272.
745 GB GUERNSEY ALDERNEY. 1969-90s on 10 stocksheets, superb um, face £220, cat as stamps £639.

£120 A

746 GB IOM. 1975-87 in black binder, 50 unaddressed FDCs, initial face £28.

£18 C

747 GB IOM. 1973-86, 125 unaddressed covers inc Anne wedding, 38 items, high face, cat as stamps £170.

£40 B

748 GB IOM. 1968-88 range on 40 sides brown binder P/packs, FDCs, PHQ cards, aerograms, registered letters, values to £2,
high cat.

£40 B

749 GB IOM. In 14 sides green stockbook, 1973-85 in blocks of 6 um + 1986-90 in single sets um commems and defins to £1-£5   £160 A
(no m/sheets).  Face £268, cat £761.
750 GB IOM. 1974-80, superb um duplicated commems stock to 15 of each, then to 1996 singles or pairs, m/sheets, sheetlets all   £250 A
in sets in 16 sides stockbook. Face £472. Good trading stock.
751 GB IOM. 1988-96 in blue binder. Superb range o 92 FDCs unaddressed, sets, m/sheets, values to £5 inc Christmas cards,
high cat, face £102.

£60 B

752 GB IOM. Box with 4 x Davo FDC albums plus 1 other filled with FDCs, all fairly modern.

£30 B

753 GB JERSEY. 1969-70 LSD issues between sg 9-41 inc p dues sets x 2, defins to £1, cat £130.

£25 C

754 GB JERSEY. 1969-70 Pictorial defins to 1/9 + Battle of Flowers in blocks of 6 um, cat £46.

£12 C

755 GB JERSEY. 1970 pre decimal issues inc 1969 defins in blocks of 4 + 1970 Battle of Flowers block of 6 postage dues sets to
5/- + commems and FDCs,  Cat as stamps £194.

£40 B

756 GB JERSEY. 1975-94 in blue ring binder, 125 FDCs neatly hand written , commems, defins, values to £1, £2 and £5 +
m.sheets.  Face £127, cat as used stamps £335.

£55 B

757 GB JERSEY. 1943-85 mint and used in boxed Lindner album inc 1945-73 fine mint War Time views 1969 to £1 p dues pre
decimals + 1974-83 mint and used, face £90.

£65 B

758 GB JERSEY. 1972-95 superb, all different, commems, m/sheets, defins, high values, fine used cto, Face £157, cat £400-£500. £65 B
759 GB JERSEY. 1987-95, 58 FDCs unaddressed in black binder inc m/sheets and high values, face £82, cat £222.
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760 GB JERSEY. 1992-2000 in red binder, 90 unaddressed FDCs, values to £10 + m/sheets, face £162, cat £405.

£85 A

761 GB JERSEY. 1970-90 in green Tower album, mainly um, neatly presented collection with decimals, face £92, cat as stamps   
3268.

£60 B

762 GB JERSEY. Grey plastic crate filled with albums of FDC and presentation packs.

£35 B

763 GB PHQ. 1983-90 fine collection of 272 PHQ cards in 2 large binders all in sets + Channel.

£45 B

764 GB PHQ. 1977-78 in blue ring binder, sports to horses, mint face £8, 11 sets of PHQ cards mint cat £57 + 15 FDCs and covers £25 C
with good postmarks.
765 GB PHQ. 1980-81 in green Tower album, 3 used and 2 mint PHQ sets & souvenir covers+ sparse leaves.

£15 C

766 GB PHQ. 152 PHQ cards in red binder, 2007 machins anniversary to 2008 Lest we Forget + 59 cards Channel Isles, IOM and £40 B
Commonwealth, some used.
767 GB PHQ. 2000-01, 18 sets of PHQ cards + 20 FDCs in blue binder inc m/sheets, flags, buses and self adhesives.

£35 B

768 GB PHQ. 184 PHQ cards in brown binder, superb range of fine mint sets, 1999-2001 Christmas robins inc m/sheets, regionals £40 B
millennium sets. Cat £375.
769 GB PHQ. 1977-83, 50 sets fine used PHQ cards mainly unaddressed in brown binder inc many special postmarks. Cat £266.

£40 B

770 GB PHQ. 165 PHQ cards in black binder, all in sets, 1993 Greetings to 2008 Olympic flags inc long greeting sets, values to     £45 B
£10, m/sheets, regionals and machins. Cat £300.
771 GB PHQ. 237 PHQ cards in binder. 1988 Linnean to 1993 Christmas inc 1992 castles to £10 greeting sets of 10 all fine mint    £40 B
bar one used. Cat £206.
772 GB PRESENTATION. 2 x packs for the Wilding definitives 2002 and 2003 collection, 1 + 11 mint.

£10 C

773 GERMANY. Zeppelins: 1933 Chicago flight complete mint never hinged, Michel #496 / 498, cat approx £4000 at time of going £500 A
to press.
774 GERMANY. Collection of several hundred stamps mint and used from the classics to 1930s, housed in a specialised hingeless £75 A
album, including dozens of eagles large and small shields, depth in the 1870s through 1890s inc 50pf shades on both
pfennige and pfennig types, Germanias with “Reichpost” to 2mk and later 5mk types, as well as uesful nothlife sets, officials,
etc, etc. Great potential for better Michel listed varieties here, please view carefully.
775 GERMANY. Box with 6 x stockbooks filled with a range 1948-1980, looks mostly umm with many sets, high cat value.

£85 A

776 GERMANY. 1990s superb um selection commems and charities many in sheetlets of 10 + m/sheets. Ideal approvals, face         £110 A
£215, cat £769.
777 GERMANY. 1964 Anti Hitler martyrs sg ms 1343i x 50 um, cat £500.

£55 B

778 GERMANY. 1949-70 in white stockbook inc defins, commems and charities.

£70 A

779 GERMANY. 1949-70s various mint and used in 16 sides stockbook inc better charities. Ideal approvals.

£100 A

780 GERMANY. 1923 MI nr 289f 100 saufend on 200 mark carmine with top tab, rare item mint.

£320 A

781 GERMANY. Album pages with a range 1872-1902 mint and used with a good cat value.

£110 A

782 GERMANY. Box with 3 x stockbooks full with a range early to modern, mainly umm, includes some duplication.

£25 C

783 GERMANY. Box with 5 x albums of Ersttagsblatt cards various areas, good cat value.

£12 C

784 GERMANY. Blue stockbook filled with an all mint range of modern blocks / sheetlets. VSC £900+.

£60 B

785 GERMANY. Brown stockbook filled with an all mint range of modern blocks / sheetlets. VSC £900+.

£65 B

786 GERMANY. Red stockbook filled with a mint range of mainly modern blocks / sheetlets. VSC £1000+.

£65 B

787 GERMANY. Box with 3 x Davo albums with a range of mint and used stamps.

£35 B

788 GERMANY. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1872-1945 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£45 B

789 GERMANY. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1872-1945 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£45 B

790 GERMANY. Clear plastic box full of large stockcards for early to middle period, high cat, some duplication.

£30 B

791 GERMANY. Clear plastic box full of large stockcards for early to middle period, high cat, some duplication.

£30 B
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792 GERMANY. Clear plastic box with 100s of stockcards with a range of Germany, mainly middle period with some duplication,     £30 B
high cat value.
793 GERMANY - TOGO. Album page with a mint and used range, 1897-1900, looks complete sg g1 to sg g23.

£40 B

794 GERMANY BERLIN. Berlin 1949 currency set complete mint never hinged, lower margin examples making a very attractive
set. Michel # 68 / 70, approx £325 at time of going to press.

£35 B

795 GERMANY BERLIN. 1954-90 charities mainly um complete m/sheets and booklets, cat £425.

£65 B

796 GERMANY BERLIN. 1949-75 in green 60 pages album, many items both mint and used (better items of 1948-57 cat £1000),   £140 A
high cat. Ideal starter lot.
797 GERMANY BERLIN. 1948 sgB19 3M brown lake fine used.

£180 A

798 GERMANY BERLIN. Red album filled with a mint and used range 1952-1982 and some useful items seen.

£30 B

799 GERMANY BERLIN. Davo hingeless album 1946-1990 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£35 B

800 GERMANY BERLIN. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1948-1990 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£35 B

801 GERMANY BREMEN. Stockcard with a selection of mint and used, mixed condition but still good cat value.

£75 A

802 GERMANY BRUNSWICK. Stockcard with a selection of mostly used items, mixed condition, good cat value.

£50 B

803 GERMANY EAST. 1954-56 official sg 0202-03, 0205-06 in full sheets of 100 + 1957 occupation sg314s x 1000 + sg318 x 100, £60 B
cat £925.
804 GERMANY EAST. In Abris album 1982, 1985, 1986 x 2 on 49 pages, fine um, near complete inc m/sheets, strong thematic
content. Cat £253.

£45 B

805 GERMANY EAST. 1971-78 heavy weight Abria album, 1971-74 and 1978, looks near complete, on 60 pages full of stamps, all £55 B
fine um, thematic (ready to fill up). Cat £311.
806 GERMANY EAST. Davo standard album 1945-1975 with no stamps.

£12 C

807 GERMANY EAST. 2 x Davo hingeless albums with slipcases 1949-1974 with a range of used stamps.

£50 B

808 GERMANY HANOVER. 1860 sg32 1/2 gr black used 4 margin.

£50 B

809 GERMANY HANOVER. Stockcard with a selection of mostly used items, mixed condition, good cat value.

£140 A

810 GERMANY MARIANA ISLANDS. Album page with an all mint range, 1899-1900, looks complete sg7 to sg27.

£50 B

811 GERMANY NEW GUINEA. Album page with an all mint range, 1897-1914, looks complete sg7 to sg 23.

£45 B

812 SAAR. 1948-57 um mint stock on cards inc 1949 Youth Hostel Horse Day 1948 views to 200fr, cat £212.

£40 B

813 GERMANY SAAR. Green album filled with a mint and used range, some useful items seen.

£180 A

814 GERMANY THIRD REICH. A few hundred stamps housed in a Lighthouse album mint and used inc occupations, all one of a   £50 B
kind.
815 GERMANY WEST. West Germany posthorn set complete mint never hinged, some signed Schlegel. Michel #123 / 138, cat
approx £2000 at time of going to press.

£400 A

816 GERMANY WEST. 1955-68 superb stock with some duplication, mint mainly um and used, sets and singles, commems and    £210 A
charities on 6 sides stocksheets. Cat £2032.
817 GERMANY WEST. 1949 Parliament, UPU, National Philatelic, 1951 St Mary, Heuss then 1954 Bible to 1956 Evangelical, all  
fine mint inc um, cat £906.

£120 A

818 GERMANY WEST. 1949-54 charities and relief fund sets mint inc um, 1949 relief, 1950 Bach, 1951 St Mary Church and NBA, £190 A
1951-54 relief, cat £1260.
819 GERMANY WEST. 1953-58 between sg1091-1217 mint all differet inc 1953 Prisoner of War, Liebig, Munich Relief fund, 1954
Heuss to 3DM (117 stamps ) cat £1050.

£130 A

820 GERMANY WEST. 1954-56 between sg1123-1156 um inc 1955 Lufthansa and commems 1954-57 used inc good sets, 1956
Relief x 2 + Stamp Exhibition x 2, cat £593.

£75 A

821 GERMANY WEST. 1982-85 um commems 23 issues x 10 thematic, sports, pottery, cars, cat £454.

£65 B

822 GERMANY WEST. 1951-52 between sg 1073-81 Rontgen, Leonard da Vinci, Otto Glass Heligoland (1 missing perf) and Youth £25 C
Hostel, good to fine used, cat £152.
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823 GERMANY WEST. 1959-97, 117 m/sheets from Beethoven to 1997 Exhibition,  good to fine used inc cto, some duplication
post 1990.  Ideal approvals or fair dealer, cat £620.

£80 A

824 GERMANY WEST. 1970-80s on 8 sides stockcards um mainly in sets Commems, defins, charities, many different, cat £616.     £70 A
825 GERMANY WEST. 1952-55 superb mint selection um & mm, 1952 Lutheran German Museum Heligoland, Thum & Taxi
Lufthansa, 1954 Relief Fund and Ifraba, cat £568.

£70 A

826 GERMANY WEST. 1962-79 superb collection mainly um in Minkus album near complete m/sheets, defins, charities, Europas, £80 A
olympics and coils, cat £647.
827 GERMANY WEST. 1973-84 in 56 pages brown binder, near complete, sets um and used, cat £790.

£95 A

828 GERMANY WEST. 1992-93 in green boxed Lindner album, superb, most issues both um and used. Costumes, m/sheets         £100 A
defins, charities, tourist sights to 7DM, coil numbers and blocks. Cat £1008.
829 GERMANY WEST. 1949-81 starter lot with good early betters, good to fine mint and a few used inc 1949 UPU and Parliament, £280 A
1950 Bach, 1951 St Mary Church, 1953 Red Cross and Ifraba, 1954 Heuss to 3DM, 1955 Lufthansa then complete to 1981, in
Lighthouse album. (1949-1955 alone cat £1500).
830 GERMANY WEST. 1988-90 in green boxed Lindner album most issues both um and used, near complete, commems,,
charities, defins, m/sheets, coils, blocks and booklet panes. Cat £1493.

£180 A

831 GERMANY WEST. 1954-68 in brown Lindner album, all fine mint looks um, near complete defins and commems. Cat £980.

£120 A

832 GERMANY WEST. 1991 in green boxed Lighthouse album, superb, most issues both mint and used, defins, commems,
charities, m/sheets, castles to 4DM, booklets, self adhesives. Cat £677.

£80 A

833 GERMANY WEST. 1983-87 in green boxed Lindner album, most issues both um and used inc defins, commems, charities,
m/sheets, coils and blocks of 4, near complete. Cat £944.

£100 A

834 GERMANY WEST. 1956-77 in red album, near complete um collection inc m/sheets, defins, various printings, commemd and
charities. Cat £900.

£120 A

835 GERMANY WEST. 1949-69 in blue Schaubeck album, mainly good to fine used to 1956 inc mint then fine mint to 1969 near  
complete, mainly high value sets. Cat £2011.

£250 A

836 GERMANY WEST. 1949-77 mint and used in green album, valuable lot to 1954 inc m/sheets, 1959 Beethoven mint and used
+ odd commems, then mint and used to 1977 near complete on 116 sides, Huge cat, basis for 2 collections.

£200 A

837 GERMANY WEST. 1951 sg1065-66 St Marys Church set on plain cover with tied SHS, scarce item.

£120 A

838 GERMANY WEST. 1952 sg1060 90pf yellow green mm.

£110 A

839 GERMANY WEST. 1952 sg1058 70pf yellow mm.

£95 A

840 GERMANY WEST. 1951 sg1057 60pf red brown mm.

£35 B

841 GERMANY WEST. 1952 sg1056 50pf blue green mm.

£40 B

842 GERMANY WEST. Box with 6 x albums of Ersttagsblatt cards for the period 1974-1990. Good cat value.

£18 C

843 GERMANY WEST. Selection of stockcards with some varieties and other items. VSC £1000+, list included.

£35 B

844 GERMANY WEST. Selection of stockcards with a mint range of items plus odd varieties. Good cat value.

£18 C

845 GERMANY WEST. Black stockbook filled with a range of mint and used, early to modern. VSC £500+.

£30 B

846 GERMANY WEST. Red stockbook filled with an all mint range, middle to modern period. VSC £1000+.

£35 B

847 GERMANY WEST. Brown stockbook filled with a mint and used range of mainly middle to modern period with many varieties,
al identified, list included. High cat value, also has some Berlin items.

£60 B

848 GERMANY WEST & BERLIN. 1960-74 superb selection in stockbook mainly in blocks of 4 um, sets and m/sheets, near
complete strong thematic content. West Germany cats £1204, Berlin cats £646.   Ideal approvals, take CARE when viewing.

£240 A

849 GERMANY WUTTEMBERG. A selection of album pages with a mint and used range.

£30 B

850 GIBRALTAR. Stockcard with sg155A 2/-, sg156 5/- and sg157 10/- all mm.

£15 C

851 GIBRALTAR. Various items on 5 sides inc 2011 issues, face £51 + 4 black prints (1 used).

£40 B

852 GIBRALTAR. 1980-90s superb um selection of 54 sheetlets inc Europe, birds, John Lennon, thematic gold mine. Face £149,   £120 A
cat £657.
853 GIBRALTAR. Purple plastic crate with 4 x Safe hingeless albums with a range of mint and used throughout.
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854 GIBRALTAR. 2 x stockcards with a range QV-KGV1 items, all mint and identified, good cat value.

£35 B

855 GIBRALTAR. 1938 sg125A 3d light blue mm.

£12 C

856 GIBRALTAR. Davo hingeless album 1886-1995 with a range of mint stamps.

£20 C

857 GREECE. 1000s of stamps mint and used housed in one volume beginning with several dozen large and small Hermes heads £75 A
Olympic games to 1dr, a good range of early 20th century, through to an intense range of mid 20th / 1950s, 1960s etc. No
doubt a gigantic catalogue, should be viewed to be fully appreciated.
858 GREEK ISLANDS. Green Devon album with a range of mostly used, all collected for postmark interest for many of the Greek   £25 C
Islands - one for the specialist.
859 HONDURAS. 1865 2r black on pink, extraordinary strip of four with manuscript cancellation. An extremely scarce multiple and £180 A
exhibition piece. Cat as singles approx £800.
860 HONDURAS. 1877 Tegucigalpa 1/2r on 2r black on green, red surcharge, spectacular block of 12 with pen cancels. Very
scarce as a multiple. Cat as singles approx £300.

£60 B

861 HONG KONG. 1863 sg9 4c grey x 1 and sg13 18c lilac x 2 all used on piece.

£70 A

862 HONG KONG. Red stockbook with a range of all used, QV- modern period, useful items seen.

£95 A

863 HUNGARY. M&U collection of 1000s of stamps virtually all one of a kind, housed in a substantial European album, highly
£400 A
complete from the first issues onwards inc 1871 Franz Josef heads with useful litho types as well as engraved complete used,
foll by specialised envelope numerals and Turuls, the latter with several sets to 5kr each with different watermark types,
1913-15 charity stamps virtually complete, 1925 sports set complete mint, imperf sets from the 1940s onwards, through to the
1970s, as well as good bob with airmails 1918 set mint onwards, French occupation o/ps inc 35f harvesters.
864 HUNGARY. 1926 Madonna high values 1p, 2p, 5p sg476-478 mint (hinge remains) cat £195.

£35 B

865 HUNGARY. 1942 Red Cross Fund set in 4 sheetlets of 10 sg717-720 um, cat £84.

£20 C

866 HUNGARY. 1939 Protestant Day 2 m/sheets sg ms 657A an 657B fine mint, cat £130.

£30 B

867 HUNGARY. Box with 3 x albums and 1 x stockbook with an all used collection 1871-1970s, some useful items seen. STC
£8000+.

£220 A

868 INDIA. Group of covers and cards QV to 1987 including pigeongram, cover used Nepal, Sea Post Office, WW2 mail FPOs and £35 B
Censors, postal stationery inc albino envelope, experimental POs, native state entires etc.
869 INDIA. 1922 sgSB14 1 rupee booklet complete. Scarce item.

£50 B

870 INDIA. 1914 sgC30 4A olive green used cef overprint.

£40 B

871 INDIA. 1906 sg066A 1/2 green official overprint no stop after M error used.

£20 C

872 INDIA. Selection of album pages with a range of all QV period, mostly used, includes some States.

£280 A

873 INDIA. 1938 Rocket Mail labels 164 “Marianne Kronstein” (200 printed), “Gertrude Collins” (500 printed) and “Martha Paganni” £25 C
(500 printed) fine unused as issued.
874 INDIA. 28 aerogramme forms mint and used mainly with military connections and postmarks post WW2.

£10 C

875 INDIA COCHIN TRAVENCORE. Stocksheets with a range of mint and used with many perf varieties. VSC £1900+.

£160 A

876 INDIA STATES. Selection of album pages with a mint and used range of various States Good cat value.

£320 A

877 IRELAND. 1873 sg4 16sk yellow used, minor thin, plus cert.

£150 A

878 IRELAND. Album filled with a mostly mint range, 1922 to fairly modern, good cat value.

£65 B

879 IRELAND. 2 x Davo hingeless albums with slipcases 1922-2000 with a range of mint stamps, some useful items seen and
many sets. High cat values.

£320 A

880 IRELAND. Davo standard album 1922-1986 with a range of used stamps.

£20 C

881 ISRAEL. Davo hingeless album with slipcase Vol 3, 1974-1989, with a range of mint and used stamps.

£20 C

882 ITALIAN COLONIES. Selection of album pages of mint and used, useful items seen.

£30 B

883 ITALY. 1979 x 50 sg1605-1606 um full sheet, cat £257.

£40 B

884 ITALY. 1951 Tuscan stamp 551 sg780 good to fine used, Monte Cassino Abbey 55L blue sg791 used, Triennial Art Milan
sg793-7 mm hinge remains, cat £191.

£25 C
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885 ITALY. 1979 set sg1605-1606 x 50 um full sheet cat £257.

£40 B

886 ITALY. Selection of album pages of a mostly used range, many early items.

£40 B

887 ITALY. Album filled with a range of mint and used, early to modern. Good cat value.

£100 A

888 JAPAN. Red Schaubeck album with a rnage of mint and used 1960-1985 with some useful items seen.

£18 C

889 KUT. 1934 cover from India to Nairobi with a scarce usage of 10 cents postage due stamp.

£30 B

890 LEEWARD ISLANDS. Stocksheet with a range of mostly mm stamps, mostly early items, STC £235+.

£30 B

891 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1917-20 postage due mint and used between sg7-45, cat £305.

£45 B

892 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1933 official pair 25r and 1fr20 sg0126-0127 fm, 1957 trees sg355-57, 1958 Brussels, 1959 Trees, Pope
Pius + Christmas all fine used, total cat £247.

£40 B

893 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1959-70 um and fine used on 3 stockcards inc 1959 views blocks of 4 (no 4 or) wide range of officials inc     £50 B
1965 Madonna, high values, cat £322.
894 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1956 Prince Francis birthday sg346-349 looks um + 1957 gymnastics sg351-354 superb mint looks um, cat £20 C
£100.
895 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1912 Prince John sg2-4 5h x 8 mint unsorted for paper + 10h x 2, 25h x 3 used or unused (couple small
faults) cat £1365.

£130 A

896 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1944-58 vf mint and used on stock cards. 1944 views to 1fr50, airs 3fr, 1948 pioneers to 10fr, 1951
agriculture to 1fr, 1953 scouts, 1955 Red Cross + 3 sets of sports. Cat £847.

£100 A

897 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1932 Official specialised viiews perf 10 1/2 sg0118A-0125A, perf 11 1/2 sg0118B-0125B (no 35r), perf 11  
1/2 x 10 1/2 sg 0122c-0123c. Good to fine mint. Cat E1158.

£200 A

898 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1921 Arms perf 12 1/2 + Perf 9 1/2, views to £1, 1924 10 overprint, 1925 granite paper near complete
(missing 7 1/2 sg51B) sg48A-54A, 47B-54B (no 51B) 55-64A, 65-66, all good to fine mint. Cat £837.

£140 A

899 LIECHTENSTEIN. In red boxed Marine album 1918-86, sparse to 1949 paintings, 1950 UPU opt, 1951 paintings then strong   £90 A
1959-1976, mainly mint inc um. Ideal starter lot,cat £783.
900 LIECHTENSTEIN. Safe hingeless album with a range of mint and used stamps.

£55 B

901 LUXEMBOURG. 1950-70s, 22 sets and singles, fine mint charities inc 1960s defins, cat £222.

£40 B

902 LUXEMBOURG. 1949 Welfare set sg529-532 um corner block of 4, cat £180.

£40 B

903 LUXEMBOURG. 1952 Philatelic Exhibition Centiflu set sg552A-552G fm looks um, cat £225.

£50 B

904 LUXEMBOURG. 1950 Wellar Fund Zinnen sg539-542 um, 1953 Welfare Fund sg572-577 um, Royal Wedding sg563-568,
1954 Welfare Fund sg580-585um, 1955 Cartiz sg595-600 um, 1956 European coal sg606-608 um. Cat £267.

£50 B

905 LUXEMBOURG. 1936-63 on stockcards , good to fine mm, better sets inc charities 1949-51 castles 1948 views 1950 war
orphans 1952 sports (1 used).  Cat £560.

£75 A

906 LUXEMBOURG. 1923-55 fine mint on stockcards, all different, charities, Patton, Echtennacht to £45 each, mainly good to very £65 B
fine, cat £458.
907 LUXEMBOURG. Davo hingeless album 1852-1959 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£45 B

908 MALTA. 1984 Air and better commems sg729-738, 1986 Christmas sg789-791, 1987 Ships sg809-812, Birds sg796-800 um  
corner blocks of 4, cat £164.

£40 B

909 MALTA. Superb um corner blocks of 4, 1990 uniforms sg880-883 + 1991 Heritage to £2 sg905-916, cat £122.

£30 B

910 MALTA. 1973 and 1981 defins to £2 and £2 + commems & p/packs fine um & used, cat £93.

£20 C

911 MALTA. 1987-90 superb um 17 sets and m/sheets in corner or marginal blocks of 4, commems, (stock may have moved but    £60 B
still all there) cat £314.
912 MALTA. Mainly mint duplicated stock on 12 sides stocksheets. 1965 defins to 5d full sheet + p dues sgD21-26 1/6 blocks of 4
m/sheets and 1999 Year Pack.  Cat £543.

£80 A

913 MALTA. 1985-87 selection, 14 different sets and m/sheets, strong thematic content of commems in corner or marginal blocks
of 4, cat £285.

£50 B

914 MALTA. 1973-93 duplicated fine used selection m/sheets and sheetlets, cat £393.

£60 B
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915 MAURITIUS. Rejected design Post Office 2d proof inblack, laureated head, on buff paper, central thin that does not take away £200 A
from the scarcity of this most unusual item.
916 MONACO. 2 small lots 1921 Antonette Baptism sg48-50 mint + 1921 Marriage Charlotte sg43-45 mint, 12 items , cat £297.

£45 B

917 MONACO. 2006 fine umm + 5 booklets 1990s + 1980 Tax, face £38, cat £136.

£30 B

918 MONACO. 1985-2000 superb um selection of 65 m/sheets and sheetlets, mostly all different, excellent retail value. Cat £1152. £200 A
919 MONACO. 1885 Prince Charles 1c-40c (1c x 3, 2c x 3, 5c x 2, 10c x 2) mm, hinge remains, cat £730.

£75 A

920 MONACO. Early types, 3 lots on stockcards, 1885 Charles 111 sg1-7 mostly used + 1891 Albert 15c to 5fr mint, 1891 Albert 5c £85 A
rose.  Total cat £762.
921 MONACO. Yvert album pages with a range of an all mint and all early material. Good cat value.

£550 A

922 MOROCCO. 1949 sg275 10/- ultramarine fine used.

£20 C

923 MOROCCO. Yvert album pages with a mint range, QV - QE2 period, some good items seen and good cat value.

£320 A

924 NETHERLANDS. 1949 child welfare and 1950 culture fund sg 708 -18 good to fine mint, 1950 child welfare + 1951 culture    
fund sg727-763 good to fine mint, cat £187.

£35 B

925 NETHERLANDS. 1955 child welfare and 1956 Rembrandt , olympics and portraits sg821-35, 838-42, fine mint, 1957 socal
fund and paintings, 1958 costumes sg843-47, 857-66, 870 -74,  cat £199.

£40 B

926 NETHERLANDS. 1958-64 superb all different charities and commems between sg868-960 all fine mint mainly um (29 sets and £40 B
singles), cat £212.
927 NETHERLANDS. 1970s um selection commems and charities x 6 inc 1974 anniversaries sg1193-1195 thematic, cat £235.  

£45 B

928 NETHERLANDS. 1955-59 seleciton on 3 pages. Charities mainly fine mint, 1955 child welfare, 1956 olympics mint, 1957       
paintings mint and used, 1958 costumes, cat £266.

£40 B

929 NETHERLANDS. 1951-54 mainly mint collection on 2 pages. Charities, child welfare sets, 1952 child, Riebeck, 1953 child,
1954 aviation fund, cat £254.

£40 B

930 NETHERLANDS. 1970-90s um commems and charities x 6 thematic, cat £176.

£35 B

931 NETHERLANDS. 1973-74 superb um commems, Red Cross, Europas strips of 3 and 4, cat £170.

£35 B

932 NETHERLANDS. 1980-90 superb um 11 sets and singles, blocks of 6, commems and charities, cat £123.

£25 C

933 NETHERLANDS. 1949-51 Juliana 2 1/2gld sg699 v f mint ( 1 nibbled perf) cat £325.

£55 B

934 NETHERLANDS. 1876 Figures to 2 1/2c 4 values + Wilhelmina 5 values to 50c all mint og some bit heavy (50c corner perf    
fault) still good looking, cat £1395.

£70 A

935 NETHERLANDS.  1980s-90s, 11 sets x 6 commems and charities um, thematic, cat £186.

£40 B

936 NEWTHERLANDS. 1970-90, 12 sets x 6 um charities and commems inc many corner blocks , cat £192.

£40 B

937 NETHERLANDS. 1968-98 mint and used collection in 2 green albums, strong commems, charities, m/sheets, greetings, self    £160 A
adhesives, defins to 10gld some in sheetlet form, cat £1100.
938 NETHERLANDS. High values on 4 stockcards 1949 Juliana 2 1/2gld, 5gld, 10gld sg699-701 fine mint, 1952 airs gull pairs
15gld and 25gld sg742-3, fully described. Total cat £2300.

£400 A

939 NETHERLANDS. 1970 and 1990s selection of 14 sets x 6 commems, charities, Europas um inc many corner blocks. Cat £294 £50 B
940 NETHERLANDS. 1965-83 inblue album, mint collection mostly um, near complete, high face, defins to 10gld. Commems,      
m/sheets and charities, cat £658.

£85 A

941 NETHERLANDS. Davo standard album 1852-1958 includes colonies with a range of mostly used stamps.

£20 C

942 NETHERLANDS. Davo standard album 1852-1985 with a range of used stamps.

£20 C

943 NEW ZEALAND. 1937-54 in red stockbook, 16 sides, duplicated mint and used. GV1 type to 9d, commems, Health, 1954      
defins cto 3/- & 5/-, fair to good. Ideal approvals.

£30 B

944 NEW ZEALAND. FFC Gisborne Air Transport Ltd. Hastings to Gisborne, pilot signed, pmk Gisborne 10 MR 31 (Stapleton 44)   £30 B
180 flown $95 (1994).
945 NEW ZEALAND. Black album filled with a range early to modern, mostly used.

£75 A

946 NEW ZEALAND. A selection of yr 2004 hanging packets of FDC and stamps. FV $76.

£18 C
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947 NEW ZEALAND. A selection of yr 2001 hanging packets of FDC and stamps. FV $240.

£60 B

948 NEW ZEALAND. A selection of yr 2000 hanging packets of FDC and stamps. FV $187.

£45 B

949 NEW ZEALAND. A selection of yr 1999 hanging packets of FDC and stamps. FV $119.

£25 C

950 NEW ZEALAND. 1926 sg466 / 7 2/- deep blue and 3/- mauve both used.

£25 C

951 NEW ZEALAND. Davo hingeless album with slipcase 1855-1967 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£35 B

952 NORTH BORNEO. Stockcard with various stamps of the October 1918 set, all fine used items with good cat value.

£15 C

953 PAKISTAN. Blue 11 album with collection 1947-71 largely used with some duplication but some mint, useful ranges of 1947      £35 B
local oveprints and local handstamps, 600+ stamps.
954 PENHRYN ISLAND. 1979-84, superb um selection in brown binder, some blocks of 4, all different sets and m/sheets, strong   £60 B
thematic content. Cat £285.
955 PENHRYN ISLANDS. 1917 sg24B 2 1/2d blue, sg26B 6d carmine and sg27B 1/- vermilion, all mm.

£18 C

956 POLAND. Generally mint collection housed in 6 Davo albums (with dust covers), with 1000s of stamps virtually all in mint           £300 A
never hinged sets. The 1st volume has a useful range from 1919 onwards, yet the main strength is in 1950s through to 1999
highly complete and in pristine never hinged quality including imperf sets and miniature sheets, with the new issue cost alone,
according to the vendor, amounting to over £600. We are also told by the owner that  the albums alone, which are in good
condition, cost him over £500.
957 POLAND. Thematic 1980 Fungi sg 2679 -85 x 50 sets, 1983 folk costumes sg2906-11 x 50 sets, 1985 musical instruments
sg2994-99 x 50 sets, 1988 watches sg3155 -60 x 100 sets. All um, total 250 sets, cat £582.

£60 B

958 POLAND. Album pages with a mostly used range, mainly early items and includes overprint types.

£30 B

959 POLAND. Black album filled with a mint and used range, middle to modern period, good thematic range, minor duplication.    

£60 B

960 PORTUGAL. 1972-73 on 3 sides stockcards, near complete range of costumes inc good Europas most issues both mint and     £80 A
used inc much umm, fair to fine, cat £694.
961 PORTUGAL. 1971 sg1413-1415 x 25um corner block cat £625.

£80 A

962 PORTUGAL. 1967 sg1312-1314 x 30 um corner block cat £900.

£120 A

963 PORTUGAL. 1947 costumes to 1964 olympics mint and used commems, defins, knights to 50esc wide range, fair to fine, poss £170 A
few faults (able to make 2 collections). Cat £1627.
964 PORTUGAL. 1856 sg18A 5R brown used 4 clear margins.

£18 C

965 PORTUGAL. Album pages with a range of mostly used 1853-1911, good cat value.

£50 B

966 PORTUGAL. Red Kabe album filled with a mint and used range, 1969-1984, good cat value.

£20 C

967 PORTUGUESE COLONIES. Green album with a range of mostly used items.

£18 C

968 ROMANIA. Collection of well over 2000 mint and used stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in a stockbook with useful       £200 A
classics inc 6pa rose and 30pa blue bulls heads, latter cut to shape, 1868 4b blue mint, later Prince Carol imperfs to 50b red
and blue, 1872-79 Carols with mint 15b red brown and two shades of 25b blue all signed, King Ferdinand proof pairs for
unissued designs, revenues, etc, lots of later imperf. A most useful colleciton with much more than first meets the eye,
deserving a careful inspection, finds likely.
969 ROMANIA. Well filled 20th century collection, predominantly mint / mnh, with over 2000 different stamps housed in an
£200 A
impressive large European album, hardly any empty spaces, including the 1906 general exhibition set complete mint, better
1906 charity sets mint, 1913 Silistra annexation set complete mint, 1931 army centenary complete mint, 1941 Chisinau o/ps
complete mint never hinged, etc, through to the 1970s including useful imperfs and souvenir sheets. Please view, much much
more here.
970 RUSSIA. Large stockbook with 100s if not 1000s of mint and used stamps virtually all one of a kind from the classics onwards, £100 A
loaded with 19th century Tsarist issues, 20th century souvenir sheets, also noted early revenues, Batum, Armenia, Wrangel
o/ps, etc, etc, sleepers will definitely be present.
971 RUSSIA. Interesting collection of hundreds of mint and used stamps housed in one volume with lots of Tsarist coats of arms,    £100 A
especially the 1860s and 1870s, high values, currency oveprints, first postage dues, an interesting range of revoluntionary
period workers issues, souvenir sheets inc 1955 Odessa pair, as well as zeppelins, white armies, Ukraine trident o/ps, etc, etc.
972 RUSSIA. Huge album well filled with thousands of stamps mint and used from the early 1920s onwards, inc 1923 USST first    £250 A
set complete mint, 1925 Decembrist set complete mint, 1927 7k surcharges complete mint, 11932 October revolution set ot
30k mint, 1934 Nogin, Mendeleev and Lenin sets and 1935 anti war sets all complete used, etc, etc, through to the 1990s.
Please view.
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973 RUSSIA. Album pages with a range of all early types, useful items seen.

£35 B

974 SEYCHELLES. Stocksheet with a range of mostly mm stamps, mostly early items, STC £265+.

£30 B

975 SEYCHELLES. 1938-49 2c to 75c blue, 10 different values, mint pairs (some heavy) cat £600.

£70 A

976 SOUTH AFRICA. 1938 Voortrekker Memorial Fund sg76-70 mm 4 pairs + 1941-46 War Efofrt sg88-96 (7 pairs and 2 singles)
cat £150.

£35 B

977 SOUTH AFRICA. 1983-91 um 29 different sets commems, setennant block many of 4, cat £234.

£45 B

978 SOUTH AFRICA. 1941-60s mint and used mainly mint, thematic, commems sets and defins on 38 double sided pages. CARE £70 A
when viewing. Cat £450.
979 SOUTH AFRICA. Transeki Homeland 1976-1992 superb um near complete in blocks of 4 and strips of 5 on 11 sheets,
thematic, ideal approvals. Cat £480.

£80 A

980 SOUTH AFRICA. 1950-67 fine mint on loose leaves inc 6 long sets to top value, cat £284.

£45 B

981 SOUTH AFRICA. 1966-86 in blue binder. Superb um, many blocks of 4 + 67 FDCs counted as used, strong thematic content,
cat £320.

£65 B

982 SOUTH AFRICA. Homeland, Ciskey, Transkei, Venda, umm stock 1980-94, 116 diifferent sets x 10 of each, thematic: birds,  
animals, trains, in brown binder, excellent trading stock. Cat £2738.

£420 A

983 SOUTH AFRICA. Box full with FDCs and stamps includes Ciskei and Transkei, looks good value.

£30 B

984 SOUTH AFRICA. In umm cylinder blocks of four or six, 1941 1 1/2d two blocks, 1950 2d seven blocks, 1947 - 54 3d three      
blocks, 4d, 6d four blocks, 1/- two blocks and 2/6, also 1953 Cape 1d block of six and 1958 German settlers. Cat as basic
stamps £145+.

£20 C

985 SOUTH AFRICA. 1927 10/- sg39 in fine used vertical pair cat £180 as horizontal pair.

£10 C

986 SOUTH AFRICA. Davo hingless album with slipcase, 1913-1961, with a range of mint and used stamps.

£20 C

987 SOUTH AFRICA. Davo hingeless album with slipcase, 1961-1995, with a range of mint stamps.

£20 C

988 SOUTH AFRICA. 2 x albums filled 1913-1968 range mint and used, showing many flaws. Some research will reward.

£40 B

989 SPAIN. 1861 19 curatos brown on buff, very attractive used with four margins. Tiny thin does not detract from superb
appearance. Cat approx £950.

£150 A

990 SPAIN. 1950 sg1141-48 stamp centenary set complete all mint.

£110 A

991 ST LUCIA. 1952 George v1 postage due set of 4 in um sheets of 60. sg D7a - 10a cat £435.

£40 B

992 ST LUCIA. 1892 cover with sg53, sg54 x 2 and sg55 affixed, scarce usage but cover has seen better days.

£30 B

993 SUDAN. Stocksheet with 1927-41 set mainly mint mixed papers, good cat value.

£50 B

994 SUDAN. 1938 sg75 3p on 3 1/2p ovpt black and violet mm.

£10 C

995 SURINAM. 1970-75 um, 23 different sets to 6 of each, thematic, commems and charities, cat £238.

£40 B

996 SWA. Davo hingeless album 1923-1989 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£30 B

997 SWEDEN. Davo standard album 1855-1978 with a range of used stamps.

£30 B

998 SWITZERLAND. Poste Locale most attractive four margined 2 1/2rp with frame around cross and superb diagonal franco
cancel, no faults. Zumstein #141, cat £1320.

£250 A

999 SWITZERLAND. Orts=Post 2 1/2rp without frame in cross, four margined without faults, diamond grid cancel, Zumstein #1311, £500 A
cat £2750. Exhibition item.
1000 SWITZERLAND. Orts=Post 2 1/2rp with frame round cross. Zumstein #131, superb diamond grid cancel, no faults. Cat £1350.£250 A
1001 SWITZERLAND. 1979-97 superb range of 66 unaddressed FDCs, pro juventute and charities, cat £280.

£50 B

1002 SWITZERLAND. 1938-71 in Bella album in envelope Pro Patria (no 1940 or 1942 m/sheet) mint, cat £390.

£65 B

1003 SWITZERLAND. 1990-93 in red binder, superb near complete, 85 unaddressed FDCs most issues um, publicity, pro patria,
juventute, stamps cat £440.

£60 B

1004 SWITZERLAND. 1963-75 in red album, 116 cards, covers, FDCs special flights, defins, m/sheets, UN Agencies and Europa,   £40 B
mainly unaddressed.
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1005 SWITZERLAND. 1969-72 in red binder, 152 covers and FDCs, much multi franking, hand written addressed with registered
labels, pro patria, juventute, defins and tete beche.

£60 B

1006 SWITZERLAND. 1937-60, 13 m/sheets, 1937 juventute sg ms J83 (2 mint and 1 used), National Defence sg ms 367, 1941
juventute sg msJ99A, 1943 centenary sg ms 430A x4, Geneva sg ms433A, 1960 pro patria sg ms 641. All mint bar one, cat
£776.

£120 A

1007 SWITZERLAND. 1978 in brown binder, 160 covers mainly unaddressed inc m/sheets, FFCs, balloon post, pro patria and pro   £60 B
juventute.
1008 SWITZERLAND. 1972-75 in red binder, 180 covers and FDCs, many registered labels, blocks of 4, tete beche, pro patria,
imfraba, m/sheets, FFC to Shanghai x 4 + cards & 1975 aerograms.

£70 A

1009 SWITZERLAND. Small box filled with first day covers and first flight covers plus other odds. Research should reward.

£18 C

1010 SWITZERLAND. Davo standard album 1850-1978 with no stamps.

£12 C

1011 SWITZERLAND. Davo standard album 1850-1978 with a range of used stamps.

£20 C

1012 TONGA. 1897 1d mint with the variety “Lopped branch” sg75a cat £140.

£18 C

1013 TRANS JORDAN. 1939 10c perf 13 1/2 x 13 umm sg 199a cat £190.

£30 B

1014 TRANS JORDAN. 1930 set (less later issued in 1934) mint sg 195-207 (less 194b, 196a, 197a) cat £350.

£70 A

1015 TRINIDAD. 1869 sg87 5/- rose lake mm.

£20 C

1016 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO. Stocksheet with a range of mit and used stamps, mostly early items, STC £170+.

£20 C

1017 TURKEY. 1000s of stamps mint and used housed in 1 vol including good back of the book and Anatolia. the 19th century is
solid with dozens of different overprinted star and crescent types, early 20th century tughras to high values, lots of the red
/black / blue star and crescent overprints through to 1919 accession overprints virtually complete mint / mnh, etc. Also useful
1930s sets, 1939 Ataturk m/s mint never hinged, as well as interesting pages of red crescent charity stamps, postage dues
from 1860s onwards, newspaper stamps inc “Imprime” o/ps, 19th C locals, Anatolia, revenues, etc, etc.

£200 A

1018 USA. 2 x black albums filled with a mint and used range, early to modern.

£25 C

1019 YUGOSLAVIA. Brown stockbook with a range of mint, early to modern.

£40 B

1020 YUGOSLAVIA. Black album with a mint and used range, looks all early material, plus other State items.

£40 B

1021 YUGOSLAVIA & STATES. Red album with a mint and used range, mostly early material.

£35 B

1022 YUGOSLAVIA & STATES. Album filled wtih a used and mint range , looks all early material.

£30 B

THE END OF SALE
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